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\.. No 'Subject of curiosi ty'has plagl;t.edparents, teachers, 
~I , • .,~. 31 
• • ,\~ 0. 'k ... . ',. j :' il 
busine'ss executives .and many others, as'thephenomenon 
r ' '- ... ". ,; I ;1 ~. t' Ii; "1 
referred to as "listening." , There are;r~any reasons for this 
, , 
,I' ~;. 
concern, all of 
;:' . ~: 
t'o qla.tify 
II' 
whi,ch ":probably are jus~if~ed. 
'. ~; 'r' 
An attempt, 
what is mearit"' by listenin~ ~ili", be made' by dis-" 
v ~ ~ , • ~ -.. O;~" ~i' • 
~ ~ ~lit: .t.. <~ -. ; ~ 
dussing the various definitions' and ,those;i studies that are 
1~ , .-~f 1 
conc'erned with this s~bje9t. 
~t" .. ~ ~ .~(, lp. 
': "1t has been pos~~lated b~ N~Ch:~~:",· (1?57) that those 
:r'eop'le ':~who are able to list en, fo}'; whole i~eas rather than; 
~ ~ j •• • '»"" 
. bits aAd pieces of what' .is scd:dr' have ";eri:~ often studied, 
~~ t !-.. " ... ~.!". ... - .,,£" - ,~ ,,:' • 
pjublJ.c ;:speaking.· He 'feels that pub'lic;speaking classes. may 
'\ ~ i .~. .., ~ .jY~'" :"'" _ I~ . < > '. 
rhdireJtly teach, a student the' imp~rtarice ~:~f" g09d liste~ing 
-"~ ~ "', - i .~'. -:,;. ., '~:~,"~ .: . 
1\ • ;~r habJ.ts.': This study, atteI?pts to- t~s~. this 'hypothesis. 
.~ - •• '- t:. 
" ' , . 
ii, 'I ~~ ,. ;;i i! 
There is general agreement that the ·;;term "listening" 
t . "9 .' .i i~ .. ' 
ip.plies;"'~ore than the. mere perception'of s'bund., Beyond 
i • - ,) '-, 
that, hhwever, it is difficlll t' ,'to generali~e ~" Brown (1961), 
?iC~" • , Of" ~ ," ~ _~, ,; 1: _ 
Caffrey:r (1961), and Furness (1961), havk written of ,the 'con-
~ 
i !} ~ 1 
fiisi0n that has resulted ',from 'the, variety hf meanings attri-' 
b!ted t'lb.the term "listening." 'Petrie (19~\), attributes . 
I'l • :1:" {~ r ]-,: 
~, ~!,'.,. 'i! , >\ '" 
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~ 
this cbnfusion to 'two' factors (' " 1) "the f~ct, that the event 
,. ' 
,~ y 
design~ted by the term - '~listeil.ing" is a d~namic, psycho-
, - ~ -'Io'-, I' .,. 
physic~l "process; II and.2), lithe "-lack -of adeq~£ate kn<'"wledge 
~ '. ,...~... ~ - ' . 
about :this listening process. Ii 
~, 
• r 
Investigators h~v; dif~ered in!' -the emPl?-asis they have 
~ • ~:' • • I~ " • ~ 
placed~ on the v~ious elements, - structure'" and limits of 
,..,. " ,l'" 
this process. 'No single/definition ii right or wrong by any 
J ~i - . ' ~ 'l;' t ~ ." ~ 
,ir I, - 1 ~ -
m,eru'!s .,!~ \'(ri ters may be talking about- d~ff~rent processes or 
'. 
" .1 ,!~. 
be viewing the sarp.e process f~om" different ,angl-es. ' they may 
,1 
'I ~( ".' i. I • .. 
Whatever the case might be, confusion rela'tiveto -a par-' 
1~ ii :. . 
:' ~~: ticul~ meaning and use of ~h: term ,!' llstening" has resulted. 
,~, ~ I ' .. 
Other difficulties in def:!-ning listening have resulted 
~ ! - ~ ,~, 
1: 
:from ai~ lack 
.. ~~ 
of adequate knowledge about the elements which 
~~ ~ 
; A genebal~; point-of-view . ; compose the listening process~ 
" ~~ ~ 
represented by Petrie suggests that:' 
'~ ., • the actual amount "'of objec~ive, information 
obtained as a result of careful research employing 
rigorous scientific procedures is -so i!leager that any, ," 
generalizations with reference to the Ii process would , 
':~e,!~pr~carious . if not in most: i'nst~ce~, 'actually 
'~nval~d (Petr~e, 1961)., - , '," ,-',., 
1 ' '" _ '" 
\., ~l" ' 
, As a r~sul t, in defining ?-istening, it:, is: necessary to F'ely 
'i'~ 
~pon speculation and educated guesses 
9pen tb serious question and doubt. 
~. 
~i i - ' 
1~ 
which ,frequently are ' 
Among the 
ji: 
various definitions of:~li'stening which have 
~i~ : • • _ ... '" 
i 
'f suggested 
!r 
~een are the ~ollowin&~ _ 
:: •• an analysis of the impression-~i' resulting' from 
concentration where an effort: of ::will: ;i.s-':orequired 
r(Tucker, 1961). 
• • • the attachment of meaning to aural symbols 
(Nichols, 1948). 
• •• understanding spoken language (Rankin, 1926). 
• •• comprising both receptive and reflective 
listening ••• reception ••• in terms of 1. 
getting lecture details, 2. following oral direc-
tions, and 3. keeping a sequence of details in 
mind. Reflective, or critical, listening ••• 
in terms of 1. getting central ideas, 2. drawing 
inferences, 3. using contextual clues to determine 
word meanings, and 4. identifying transitional 
elements (Brown, 1950). 
• •• a selective process by which sounds com-
municated by some source are received, critically 
interpreted, and acted upon by a purposeful listener 
(Jones, 1961). 
• • • the process of reacting to, interpreting, 
and relating the spoken language in terms of past 
experiences and future courses of action (Barbe and 
Nyers, 1961). 
• • • the conscious purposeful registration of 
sounds upon the mind (which) leads to further 
mental activity ••• all true listening is 
creative (Hook, 1961). 
• •• the capacity of an individual to under-
stand spoken language in the presence of a speaker 
(Still, 1961). . 
3 
These definitions reveal differing approaches to the defini-
tion of the listening process. Some of them give little 
insight into what the listening process entails. Jones 
(1961) has been critical of exacting attempts to' define 
listening particularly those advanced by Nichols (1948) and 
Brown (1950), he writes that whenever: 
• • • an attempt to define listening is made, 
generally one may get as far as 'listening is ••• 
and then because listening is such an amorphous con-
cept, the writers change direction and try to define 
listening simply by enumerating what it involves. 
This is the same as defining cooking by stating that 
it is baking, boiling, frying, and broiling, and 
ignoring completely the fact that all cooking is a 
process whereby heat of varying degrees, etc., is 
applied to certain organic substances to produce 
certain reactions, or something of the sort. 
Jones (1961) further suggests that the listening 
process involves both "listening to" sounds and "listening 
for" certain sounds and meanings. Jones (1961) and Barbe 
and Myers (1961) also call attention to the importance of 
memory factors, predispositions, and past experience in 
listening comprehension. These writers all agree that 
listening, unlike hearing, requires conscious effort. As 
Hook (1961) states: 
One hears the sound 
no mental impression; 
source of a squeak in 
to do something about 
by mental activity. 
of passing cars and it leaves 
but he listens to find the 
his own car, and then he tries 
it. Listening, that is caused 
• • • 
4 
Some writers insist that listening includes the "observation 
of communication as well as its audition" (Baird and Knower, 
1959). It can hardly be argued that there is a visual 
factor involved • • • for example, when a speaker is present. 
However, when one attends to a radio or tape ,recorder, 
listening continues even though there is no visual factor 
involved. Consequently, to include visual factors as a 
necessary component of listening, seems to restrict the 
meaning of the term (Petrie, 1961). 
It should be noted that Rankin (1926), Brown (1950), 
Nichols (1948), Barbe and Nyers (1961), Still (1961), and 
Baird and Knower (1961) have all limited their definitions 
to the inclusion of attachment of meaning to "verbal sym-
boIs." 
Tucker (1961), Jones (1961) and Hook (1961) have in-
cluded activities such as listening for meaning in the 
"squeak" of a car. The above definitions of listening 
demonstrates the confusion a broad term such as "listening" 
may present. 
Brown (1961) felt that listening is an ambiguous term 
and that a term is needed which is clearly distinguishable 
from hearing and listening. He has suggested the term 
"auding." By definition, auding is the gross process of 
"listening to, recognizing, and interpreting spoken sym-
bols." Furness (1961), in a review of listening, also con-
cluded that auding is perhaps a more accurate term: 
5 
The evidence seems to indicate that the term "listen-
ing" as it is commonly employed today is inadequate. 
The evidence seems to indicate too, that comprehending 
aurally or "auding" is the more adequate term; and that 
"auding" consists of at least six processes: (a) hear-
in~, (b) listening, (c) recognizing spoken language, 
(d) interpreting oral symbols, (e) supplementing meaning 
and knowledge of the symbols, and (f) being aware of 
facts or assumptions not uttered. 
As used in this definition, the term "listening" apparently 
means "attending to spoken language with the intent to 
acquire meaning" (Petrie, 1961). On the whole, Furness' 
(1961) definition seems to be a reasonable description of 
the process of comprehending oral language. It is con-
sidered specific enough to designate a precise process and 
it also is broad enough to include most of the factors that 
other investigators may consider important. 
Hardy (1956) includes six steps in his de£inition of 
the term "auding" which could be used in £orming a scale to 
provide a basis for establishing a program of rehabilita-
tion for children with auditory problems. 
The first three steps are concerned with hearing--
sensitivity; the second three are concerned with 
auding--listening. The hearing steps are: I, 
sensitivity; II~ discrimination and III, perception 
(or recognition). The auding steps are: IV, pro-
cessing; V, pattern making, and VI, retention. A 
final step has been added to express the awareness 
of concepts, VII, conceptualization. 
Petrie (1961) uses the term "listeningll or "listening 
6 
comprehension" synonymously \'1i th "auding." Their meaning is 
the 
composite process by which oral language communicated 
by some source is received, critically and purpose-
fully attended to, recognized, and interpreted (or 
comprehended) in terms of past experiences and future 
expectancies. 
The total process includes the six specific elements included 
in Furness' (1961) definition. This total process is con-
sidered as the definition of listening that will be referred 
to throughout this study. Ten characteristics of IIgood" and 
"poorll listeners proposed by Nichols and Lewis (1954) are 
important when considering a meaningful definition of 
"listening" and will be discussed later. 
IMPORTANCE OF LISTENING 
It has long been recognized that hearing and inter-
preting spoken language with understanding is important to 
both learning and communicating in a meaningful way. 
Although Taylor (1964) has noted that 90 percent of the 
listening research has been accomplished since 1952, re-
search established in 1926 (Rankin) that 70 percent of the 
average adult's working day was spent in verbal communica-
tion of which 45 percent of the communication time was 
spent in listening activities. In this early study by 
Rankin, individuals kept a record for 60 days of their 
time, which indicated that listening occupies an average 
of about 29.7 percent of the average waking day. Listening 
is used more than talking, three times as much as reading, 
and four times as much as writing. In 1949 an exploration 
of listening in the elementary classroom led to the dis-
covery that 57.5 percent of the class time was spent in 
listening situations (Brown, 1950). In the late 1950's and 
early 1960's, it was estimated that close to 90 percent of 
the class time in high schools and colleges is spent in 
listening to discussions and lectures (Brown, 1950). 
7 
Since the advent of television, the proportion of time 
spent in listening has been increasing for life in general. 
Paul Witty (1959) reports that children now average upwards 
of twenty hours. per week with television. Figures were not 
found on time spent in listening to the radio, however, this 
would make an interesting comparison. 
It seems amazing that the average person will retain 
only 50 percent of what he hears upon immediate recall, no 
matter how hard he concentrates, and that two months later 
8 
he can be expected to recall only twenty-five percent of 
< • 
what he heard (Taylor, 1964). 
It seems ironic that we are not profiting more from 
listening, especially when considering the amount of time 
invested in this activity. To use the time spent listening 
more efficiently, it is necessary to develop one's listening 
skills maximally. 
STATE!vIENT OF THE PROBLEM 
The purp~se of the present study has ~ought to deter-
mine the impact of college sp'eech classes upon developing 
improved listening skills. More specifically, it seeks to 
.,' 
determine the extent to which the students have acquired 
listening skills. 
Three basic questions are raised. by the present study: 
1. Will there be a signii'icant difference in the con-
ceptions of listening skills between students who ,have not 
had Speech 100 or Speech j11 and'those who have just com-
pleted Speech 100 9r 111 Fall term 1970? . 
2. Will there be a difference in the conceptions of 
listening skills between students ~ho have just completed 
Speech 100 or Speech 111 Fall term 1970 and those who have 
• I 
completed Speech 100 or 111 but are at least an academic 
year removed from it? 
3. Will there be a difference in the conceptions of 
listening skills, between students who have not had Speech 100 
I 
or, Speech 111 and those who completed Speech 100 or 111 but 
are at least an academic .year removed from it? 
DEFINITIONS 
Listening 
For the purpose of the present study, listening will 
be operationally defined after Pet"rie (1961). He states 
that listening is: 
The ••• composite process by which oral language 
communicated by some source is received, critically 
and pur~osefully attended to, recognized, and inter-
preted (or comprehended). in terms of past experiences 
and future expec~ancies. 
In order for this listening pro'cess to take place, 
several basic elements mu~t be present. Initially, the 
message must be heard and attend~d to purposefully. Then 
, . 
9 
the spoken language must be recog~ized and the oral symbols. 
understood. Finally meaning and ~ow.ledge of the symbols 
are complemented.by past experiences, future needs and by 
" the awareness of ,the assUmptions that were not verbalized 
(Furness, 1961). 
Conceptions of Listening Skills 
This term will refer to the "'attitudes, ideas, and 
beliefs a person has towards list~Iling and listening skills. 
Maintenance of Listening 
The listener cannot be a speake'r at the same time and 
, 
must have some kind of referential inf6rmation wi·th the 
I 
, 
I 
, I 
t 
~;, 
.~. 
f 
'/ 
, 10 
, .:', ",·1 " 
The setting also is important .in maintenance. '. 
" ~ 
On'set' of Listening.,', 
,"''::' 
Before listeni'ng can begin~ the ,speaker must be ~ 
_ .. .' n 
;~ • '0,.. ( I. 
"id~nt1fied, by the poteI?-tj:al listet:ler and the listener-
~u;~t .. identify him'self as such. 
Referential Language 
" " 
'>, .~ l " 
Langu'age in which something is referred to, or which' 
• ... J- I ~ n' '\. ;- ~ ~~ 
constitute~ ~ reference;, and such language.may serve as . 
.~. .. ~:' _.. '" 
st'i~uli for', speake'r and 'listener_' acti'V:~ ty. 
." .. ~ "" " 
'. 
Selective Attention, 
: . "'. This te~m refers' ,t~';: th~ . at~e~dilkKtOJ-: a' restricted 
~' \ 
aspect of the stimulus. 
" 
sri'an of Attention 
This term refers to two diifere~t phenomena: 
(a) th~ number ,of distlnct o-bject~ that can be ~er­
cei ved in a single mO,mentary p'resentation; and {b) 
the J:ength of ti~e a person cap. attend ,to one thing 
(Powers', 1969). ,,', " 
/' 
'Speaker Concurrent Actions 
" 
This term refers to actions ,of ',the speakez: that affect, 
the. onset, mainte~~ce, a:nd'''·teririiri~tion.of listening. 
" 
Statement-directing . 
I , ' 
,', This refers' to a referential· .. , listener function in 
. ~ - , 
" . 
which the' listener performs certain immediate acts as a 
I 
! 
I 
J 
.. 
" 
1 1 
function of his 'interac~ion, ~i th,the ';'speaker l s statement. 
I" " , . 
Such: as the list'ener nod~di:tg his hea~ ~ j~ reaction to' the 
sieaker t s st~tement. ;:-
Statement-modification 
~~ \ 
, ,,' A' :term referring to a ~referentia:.l wlistener functipn 
iri w~iCh the 'listener, modifies t'he '-speciucei" stateme~t, before, 
, ,.. '" - ~ - "'," t 
, dcim~nstrating' any su~seq~ent beh~v~~i~ 
" ":. 
, , 
St'atement-recording I 
A referentia~,lis:t"ener funct}on i'ln which the listener 
" ... 
loiows the speaker's ':referent. In oth~r ""ord~, the'listener 
"h~'s an/'l:Ulderst~ding :'9f' the subject ~'eing referred, t? l;Y the 
'sp'eaker. ' 
, ' 
it 
I " ( Stroke, 
" ',. 
" ~ ,This is "n~'t ,t;~lY a refer~~nt:t~l}':fu~ction but occurs ~~ , ." . " '," 
J. f,requently. The li~ten.er "is~hota~:te~p.i:ng to the' speaker's 
)' st~teme.nts,but 'is l;isten±ng for' the ~pe~e.r t'o cease talk-
ing., 
,Termination of Listening: " 
, ' 
This term refers to: disruptive behavior on the part' 
Ii , 
,'of' 'the speaker or listener ;tli:a:t ma.'y· temporarily terminate 
, .... . • -t:'" ,~. - ' " 
" ~ 
li'stening. ~The setting; .also D;laY"affe,ct'"listening negatively. 
It is believed' that, th'e .above d~fini tio~s will ai'd the 
reiider in his understanding of, this study. 
I 
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CHAPTER II 
SURVEY OF THE LITERATURE 
.... 
A review of the literature revealed considerable 
theorizing concerning listening and auding with some experi-
mentation. As indicated in the introduction above, listen-
ing is 'a· complex behavior and only partially understood. 
In order to provide for an organized and controlled survey 
or review of the literature, the following discussion will 
be divided into three conve~ient, major headings. These 
will include: 1) a general overview ot' listening theories 
- .~ 
and studies; 2) a discussion 'of attention; and 3). character-
. ) 
istics and measurement of listening. . 
I. GENERAL OVERVIEW OF LISTENING 
THEORIES AND STUDIES 
Listener Functions 
.' 
.The listener may attend to speaker statements in 
" 
several different ways, and these different ways 'of listen-
ing,are used to'characterize the major listener functions. 
I 
Such a,characterization suggests that listening is not a 
unitary function, and the'way ~n which .. the listener inter-
acts with the speaker's statements reflects the particular 
function he is filling at that time (Bakan, 1956; Rice and 
Ratner, 1967). 
-' 
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In referential language, listening may be described 
as part of a chain of· interactions in'which each listener's 
response serves as ·a stimulus for further responses. Some 
of these responses may serve primarily a~ stimuli for 
. 
speaker activity and others may serv.e primarily as stimuli 
for listener activity (Rice and Ratner, 1967). 
, . f . . 
Three referential lis~erter-statement functions were 
p~oposed by Ri?e and Ratner ,(1967): 1) statement-recording; 
2) statement-directing; and 3) statement-modification. 
1. The characteristic of the listener referred t.o as 
" 
statement-recording is when the listener understands the 
speaker's referent. An example cited was hearing someone 
recite a telephone number or hearing someone give directions. 
\ ' 
This :characteristic is basic to referential listening. The 
statements of the speaker determine to what extent this 
characteristic is present in the .listener-statement func-
tions. 
2. As a function of interacting with the speaker's 
statement, the listener may demonstrate certain immediate 
acts. This characteristic, was referred ,to as statement-
directing lis~en~~g and was'demonstrated by the listener 
directing his behavior either toward interaction with the 
actual referent or toward interaction with himself. This 
(his) behavior is strongly influenced by. the .speaker-
listener relationship and the setting in which (the) inter-
. actio'n takes place. It is necessary for' the listener to 
t 
I 
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first rec0rd the statement before he can perform a statement-
directing function. It was interesting to note that the 
statement-recording and the statement~directing functions 
do not necessarilyrieed to be human. 'As an exampl~, refer-
ential listening is taking place by a dog when taught to 
perform various tasks, upon reception of a vocal signal. 
The extent that these tasks are carried 'out is dependent 
upon the speaker, intonation, and setting. In other words, 
the ability to talk is not necessary to fulfill the char-
acteristics of the statement-recording, and statement-
directing functions. 
3. The third characteristic of the listener was 
referred to as statement-modification and occurs when the 
listener modifies the speaker's s~atement before demon-
strating any subsequent behavior. ',It usually takes place 
when listening to· a lecture or to a·, conversation. The 
listener first records the statement then directs his 
, . 
behavior by relating the statement to his personal ideas, 
feelings or memories. As a result of this action, the 
referential statement will become modified in that it will 
differ to some extent from the original reference ~ade by 
the speaker. Statement-modification was considered to be a 
specialized form of statement-directing~in that the listener 
directs his behavior by interacting with himself without the 
speaker requiring him to do so and because of this inter-
acti'on, the referential statement has been changed. After 
15 
statement-modification, the listener may change his role to 
that of the speaker, or may begin listening again (since he 
had to stop listening to modify the statement and must 
begin to record again before he can again modify the state-
ment), or he may stop listening completely. 
According to Rice and Ratner (1967), another listener 
reaction, not considered to be a referential listener-state-
ment function, frequently occurs and should be mentioned. 
This was c~lled ritualistic or stroke listening and has been 
described by Berne (1964). Rice and Ratner (1967) stated 
that this reaction occurs in normal greetings such as, 
"Hello, how are you?", or when the listener is faking atten-
tion to the speaker's statement for the reason of "pleasing" 
him. Stroke listening can occur independently or along with 
statement-modification listening. When interspersed with 
statement-modification listening, it usually follows a 
statement-directing reaction. \f.hile the listener is modify-
ing a particular statement, he cannot attend to the speaker 
statement occurring at that time; however, he continues to 
give the impression that he is attending by nodding his head 
and/or looking .intently at the speaker. Stroke listening 
and referential listening cannot occur together. 
The four descriptions above characterize the various 
functions in which a listener may partiCipate as he inter-
acts with himself, a speaker, a speaker's statement, and a 
referent in a particular setting (Rice and Ratner, 1967). 
I 
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As Rice and Ratner· s (1967) three characteristic.s and 
stroke listening are viewed in relation to one another, 
other listener behaviors were deemed to be important. First, 
in any given speaker-listener interaction the listener is 
serving all of these functions at different times. In 
conversational listening, these functions are usually in an 
orderly sequence. This means that the listener respectively 
performs statement-recording, -directing, -modification, and 
then finally strokes, until he himself becomes a speaker. 
Statement-modi£ication becomes a powerful stimulus 
for changing from listening to speaking activity, and if a 
speaking response does not immediately follow statement-
modification, the listener will usually stroke until he is 
able to become a speaker. In situations such as a lecture, 
however, the listener may be performing these functions in a 
more irregular manner. Any measurement, therefore, of these 
functions needs to be sensitive to variables other than the 
general setting of the interaction. That is, it cannot be 
assumed that these functions occur in an orderly manner 
(Rice and Ratner, 1967). 
In relation to one another, these major li~tener char-
acteristics suggested a developmental sequence in which 
children may first learn to stroke (a non-referential func-
tion), and then to record, direct, and modify speaker state-
ments. These characteristics also may reflect speaking as 
well as listening functions. 
~1 
~ II '. [J ~ 
J i 
I , I ;,;. 
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,I Ii" 
:Another way of viewing listener 'functions was sug:-
J~ 
" 
gested:by Fessenden (1955) who 
," I' 
Il.1 
~s co~posed of seven different 
I' 
, 
hypothesized 
~ ~ 
j~ ;: 
levels,:' sOII}e 
" . ~ 
that listening 
of which merge 
, ., 
with those discussed above. 
,; 
11 ~ 
tdeas,:; i arguments, facts, and 
~I r ~ I] !' 
They' were': 1) isolate sounds, 
, 8 '1 '" 
so on; 2)~ identify or give 
J ~eaniI1g ;,3) integrate what we hear wi tf our pas~ experi-
i~ 
ences;", 4) inspect the new and the old data; 5) interpret 
~ '. 
~hat we hear; 6) interpolate comments l:md":statements we 
.: ~ 
hear; :cind 7) introspect as well as lis~en.i~ 
;In ,reference to the foregoing da~a,' ,k t was concluded 
ii :: r 
that l't is important to note that ther~ are various ways of 
\ .1' 
l ~; ii 
r ~; I 
J 
viewing listener functions. 
'li1; ~. 
" 'I 
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ii' Conditions for Listening 
il 
'f ~ 
"Listening does not occur merely because there is a 
I) ~ i, 'il 
~neake'r and a potential listener; cert~in ;condi tions must 
..... oft 
~ be present in the situation. 
, \:,.", ~ , 
Ii 
"I' I! 
!~ il ~I 
'Riqe and Ratner (1967) dealt funUamentally with the 
'f ", I:' 
condit10ns for listening. 
'~" " ' 
'I 
They maintained that the 
I: . ~ 
~ " 
interaction can b!e roughly 
v ~ ~ • 
temporal 
" sequence of the language 
J 
divided 
'I! ' I 
into three segments: 1) 
~ j' ~ '~ 
onset, 2) maintenance, and 3) 
.. d [t I .. ! ,~~ ~ 
I)" 'J 
termination. 
~,:,!ji"':i ~ 
l' :) 
~dentiJfied by 
l. il, 
For listening to begin, a speaker must be 
. [. ~ 
a potential listener ahd~the listener must 
. ". 
~t 
identify himself as such. ,. 1 i~ 
:'They explained that thecondi tio~s ~equired for the 
" " ' 
mainte,:i:J.arice of listening behavior include ;those necessary ~, ; ~ Ij 
r ~ ,I 
for its onset as well as termination.'}First, the listener > • ' ~~ , I) 
'~I' 
~", 
,I 
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'1tl 
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cannot be a speaker at the same time, since the speaker 
must IIpay attentionll (listen) to his own behavior in order 
to maintain speech and thought flow. The listener must 
have some knowledge of the referent; if he does not share 
the same kind of referential information with the speaker, 
he will discontinue recording the speaker's statements. 
The concurrent activity of the listener (those 
behaviors which occur in temporal conjunction with 
listening) must be primarily maintaining rather 
than competing (e.g., head nodding i~ maintaining 
action for listening; driving a car or reading is 
a competing action) (Rice and Ratner, 1967). 
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Another important condition for maintaining listening 
as stated by Rice and Ratner (1967) is the setting. 
• • • dangerous settings may provoke maximum 
statement-recording and -directing regardless of 
the listener's knowledge of the particular referent. 
When a listener begins to stroke, referential lis-
tening is not, by definition being maintained, 
therefore, dangerous settings are not conducive 
to stroking. In such situations, an increase in 
information about the referent may reinforce lis-
tening. 
Conditions were described which are conducive to the 
"termination of listening," though the termination may be 
only momentary: the speaker may stop speaking; concurrent 
actions of the listener may intrude, like lighting a pipe; 
or the listener may either have no knowledge of the referent 
(foreign language) or he may have complete knowledge of the 
referent (description of a book he has already read). 
Variables Affecting Listening 
It was suggested earlier that the major characteristic 
k 
I 
I 
I 
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. 
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:t ~ 
used to identify the listener function, is the manner in 
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':1 'i ,,;: 
:\'" which the listener interacts, with the statements of the 
0:1 ' "p. I;! t t, 1', ; 
spe~er about the referent. Accordi~g,to Rice and Ratner 
~ Ii ~ , :i 
(19~7), several variables may affect this interaction, and, 
J' 
" ~ 
},r therefore, influence the onset, mai1t,en:nce, and termina-
" tiop-' of listening. In other words, ~1the; way s speaker 
I' ' :1 'ij . 
'j::' rea6'ts to the listener, determines ~ow :~he listening act 
-t It • !~ 1!~l 
,ii' is affected. If the speaker reacts :.negatively, the onset 
'Iili" 11, :r Ii 
'iii ~ 
of l,istening will most likely be af:t:ect~d; and if this con-
. , h II 
tinues during speaking, listening may even be terminated. 
. ~ ~ 
,~\ 
il ,.j 
~:: In their description ,of variao1es" affecting listening 
J~, 
Ii 
',i 
" 
" 4,' 
'i' I, 
'~I!1 
!: 
beha~vior, Rice and Ra~ner (1967) st~teq'1that a listener's 
behJyior may be influenced by his p~'st -60ntact with a par-
il" ¥ ~r t , 
'\' 
'" 
", ~! ' 
:r 
~ 1 
ticUlat speaker. They noted that a listener who is well 
1"1 
" , 
acquainted with the speaker may mOdifY that speaker's state-
1 :/ 
"!' 
" 
ment';: more" than if the speaker and li'stener are strangers. 
'[!.i:l 
i' i l 
:;1 
" ,. - i -
It also 'follows that recording -behaylor ':would be lessened. 
~ " l) , 
!Iq. 
" 'l~1 . 'I ~I:I Harms (1961) conducted a study) to:':'test listener com-
JJ' preh;,ension of 180 aduits selected fr~m a non-college popula;:' 
·1 I i ~ ' . 
. ll!l; " ir ',' 
J," tion. There were nine male" speakers[l aged 30 to 50 years. 
:i~~ ~ ii ~ 
;,' Eacb> listener heard three speakers o:f which, one was high 
\ 
:1, iii ,; 
soci:al status, one mi4dle social sta:tus land one low social ~;~ I I· ii , ",::~ stat,~s. Each speake~ was heard by 60 li',steners of which 20: 
l~ 
': I ~;i';: were~:high status, 20 were 
-:tit, . .:. . 
.p 1/ 
middle status _ !and 20 were low 
'I status. 
I, 
, 
ii ~. 
The results indicated that listeners belonging to 
'II' the ."same social status as the speaker tend to have less 
'1\,1 
i 
" 
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20 
i"·r trouble comprehending that speaker than one that is of a , 
'I ~l !I \1 . If 
I ' different status. It was not only found that a long history i, ': 
of ;iistener-speaker contact rp.ay inc~eas;e listening onset, 
)1 1, 'I I, 
but:, also may increase the probability o'r stroking, espe-
, ~ "il 
II ~1 } 'I > 
cially if the contact is an intimate on';e. It was thought 
"I'f that if the listener-speaker contact is! short or there is 
i,l' ' "i' 
.1' , ...:f
~' no history of contact, then referential.[ listening would 
I! 'i ~ , I 
'l~ more than likely be difficult to maintain until the listener 
J; '1 ) 
:~' adap,ts, to the personality and speech characteristics of the 
. , 
il 
speaker. 
:1'" ~ 
It also was most probabl,e '~that no history of 
~ ~ 
list"ener-speaker contact would decrease' the possibility of 
1 
ii' I ", 
str9king and the termination of lis-t'eni,ng. This was due t<? 
• ,. i: 
" i) J~' the 'I fact that the listener would haV;,e more difficulty pre- .~ 
il' i; 
i I: dic11ng the referential aqti vi ty of l~a s;t1range speaker and 
I1II ".. " 
.t" relt~ively more accuracy in predictipg ~efe~ential 'activity ..
:,;," of a, familiar speaker. 11 >~ 
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,1. Another variable mentioned aflecting 
:' " * ,~ 
behavior was the history of the Ii st:ene;r-, , s 
a listener's 
contact wi th th~' 
" 
Ii': 
rf' 
Ii:," '. '" 
refei:-ent. Here a relationship may r:~su~t in which both no '. 
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1~~>: 
l' '~i" 
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tl ~ ~~; 
history of contact and a very' lOng,htst~ry"Of contact has 
jl • ~ iJ -;, 
an increased affect on listener termination. Time spent in 
I' 
,,, 'h 
list'~ning also may result in an increase: in time spent 
ii ~ ; 
modi:fying the speaker's statements qUc~' and Ratner, 1967).·1 
'~!';' A third 
L 
that"may have 
i, Ij-
variabl~ related by Ri~e . and, Ratner (1967) ,-
J ,""",,~ h !' , 
an affect on a listener's,;behavior is the 
speech characteristics of the speaker. . Rice and Ratner 
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.,. 
I~ i 
, 
,'i' 
~'i 
1'1 
'I' 
(1967) cited the following referenc'es.- f; Rosenberg and 
~ ~ • ~:~ I 
Curtiss (1954) were mentioned as st'atirig that stuttering 
~ , . . 1: 1 • 
. Ii J 
depressed listener activity; Matara'zza ;and Wiens (1964) 
'~; 
,I~:' 
~~ I' we~e credited .wi th saying that the ien~th of the speaker's'; 
it ~ r 
'il" 
11\' 
~!~I 
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di:l 
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~I" 
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,I 
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~il~ 
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,Iij. 
~i 
I, [1 I' ~ 
utt,erances affects the listener when he' later becomes a 
, 
," 
spe:aker; and Keller (1960), was 
" ~ 
a high rate of speaking te~ds to 
hension or statement-recording. 
~l I 
. " 
~1 , 
reporte~d to have found that 
IJ .' 
~ " ~I o! 
decrease listener compre-. 
"; 
,:" 
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II. D~SCUSSION_ OF ATTENTION 
, 
1: One cannot examine listening or auding without con-
, .. 
.: 
sid~ring terms such .as "levels of attention," "selective 
.. 
attention," and "attention span. 1I 'Therefore, studies and 
j. I ~~ 
arti'cles concerning these three terms wi;Ll be s:ummarized. 
~{ • • ~j .:; 
. " 
'\ , 
Levels of Attention 
~. Peterson (1969): listed three. ievels of attention: 
j ,.1 
L 
". 1. The lowest level was labelled "emission which is 
~;: , 'J ,'\ -, ~ 
I'"~ a class of activities characterized ,by self-guidance and 
,I 
i: ~ . 
r:' independence from environmental cues\ Examples of this' 
l ~ ~ 
I. .J I: Ii 
'Ii': level were reciting the alphabet and': counting. Li ttle ' 1: 
1,1. 
r~ ~ 
attention should be required to maintain such activity. 
,~ 
~ : ~ 
2. A higher degree of attention ywas postulated for 
i t ~: :\ 
activities dependent on external event s;i:for which repro-
"r :.' ", 
:l:o; ductions of the event in some sense is :r1equired. Direct 
'11" :l'~' '-
" f cor:r;espondence between input and out~ut. iiis required, but 
ll~ I .: 
",. differences in coding may be prese~t~ 
:~, 
1!i 
Ii , 
',' 
~ example of this 
, 
," 
, . 
" 
·1 i 
'! J~ II 
'. 'ji~ 
II '~ 
~: 
,\~~;' 'I) ~ ," 
-j 
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. i~ 
h" " 
was,!',reading aloud visual charactersY,and~ shadowing which is' 
il • i~ " ;1 • 
simill taneously reproducing utteranc~s of a speaker. Since;. 
l' I; present, ;;in ... ~hat the input is 
.. ,J' , ';. ~ .. , 
a degree of uncertainty is 
" .~ . ~ ~i::r not.' predictable in the way that a self-~aintained, ~equence " 
;1:~:~ ;;:' ' Th., . "1 
I:!-,' is predictable, a greater degree of~attemtion -is required 
i II:' • ' .. - ~ .' ' ." 
~,'" than'. the case of emissive activities. "J ~;;~' " . d ;~ 
:, of ' ~~ . ~ 
3. A third level of attentio~ was suggested for 
;i, 
activities which involve 'some types jof problem solving 
,~, ~;' , ,~ .1Ii 
:11 prior to output,_ so that more, than r,eprqduction of ,input 
.' 
1:,': is ~equired. 
'~II 
:' 
.. ~ ¢' • 
Examples were· an ari thinetic computation, or 
..;., ""} I' ~ 
• I' 
an al'lagram solution. 'A rel~tively complex transformati'on 
'i~'} ,f'l" !i- " ( 
it 1 ' \ :j 
:iii" of the input is required, and it was!' assumed that this 
.' i:- ,\ 
I" requ:ires a greater'level of attentioh than the previous 
", ,I" \, 1 ~ 
mi. 
levels. 
I!~, : ': 
;~ Selebtive Attention .. ' , ", 
~" hJ , ... ~~ ! 
J Several- stimuli. may simultaneously,; impinge upon a 
, 
. " 
persqn ~dhe must select to which'stimulus, if any, he will 
.) \' 
stevens (1962), among other~, has conducted studies 
~ A 
attend. 
r 
'I" in selective attention. 
~1 ,~ I r ~\ 
':., In experiments with human subj ects. Stevens .( 1962) .. 
,~ ,l 
found, that the most important step, was to tell when ,to "pay I 
'I,:' 'ii!f 
.. • !~-:. 
attention" to 'a restricted aspect of Lthe'! stimulus. 
\t .. ;~ _ 
He 
I i~ if,. ~l Ii j 
explained that we "tell-- the animal .to ~Ilpa;;:- attention" 
P'~ ~ 
reinforcing two or more v'l,~lues of the 
I· 
by 
differentially con-
'I 
\1t' 
Ii 
;> trolling stimulus. Any aspe?t. of 
Ii, J 1 
the;; s:t~mulus that is ~ 
!' differentially related to 
~~: I • 
i 
I \I 
reinforceme'nt ,~ay then come to 
, 
, -. 
~; '" 
I 
I 
I I . 
I 
I 
I 
! 
I 
" i 
II;, 
~i} 
~I'" 
~I·l /'1 
" 1~1f" 
~' . ~ ." 
"1111• 
',:l' 
i: ~::. 
jI,l, 
11;,1 
J, 
;;]1,'" 
~i!!, 
" 
'r~ 
" j;r,; 
if 
;"'1 
'~ .. \ 
I~I 
.. , 
," 
! 
II" 
I':\" I, 
.~ t 
ltd 
r 
con~rol the animal's'behavior • 
" , 
11 ,,'j 
U su'allY , more than one 
, 
l~ 
aspect is differentially reinforced:, and the question 
,,!~ ~ \1 
arise's which one or several 'of thes,:e a~pects, actually 
( Ii 
II jJ 
controls the behavior. The experimenter may have qne 
:. 
aspect in mind; the animal, another. 
• ; f~ , L 1 
;1" Stevens (1962)' further statedl that varying the 
,~ ~ i~ 
st:rmulus in many dimensions in test'; trials will show ' 
\1 
which dimensions control hehavior •. Va,tying the stimulus 
~'. 
in "all nonessential dimensions during training may elimi-
23 
J. ~ :t ,< !l . 
nate in advance a dependence on undesired stimulus aspects~ 
I", ." f'l: 
" : 
as 'such variation prev~nts·· particul:;u. '~timulus values from 
? I , 
becoming correlated with reinforcement. The experiment 
i' - ~ ~ 
sho!~ld be simplifie~ as much as posfib~e by reducing the 
~ iF ~ 
number of discriminable dimensions.:l, Unfortunately, elimi-' 
~ I • I' 
:1 
nat'ing a dimension in 
If 
t 
this way is,nbt always easy to do, 
• 'Ii . 
'~ " 
bec.ause one must know in advance what the animal can dis-
". i1 "i 
t ,~,!! 
criminate. -. 
" 
", 
:; Treisman 
~ ·1 
(1969) stated that a~tention can be defined 
, r 
I! ~ I~ -' ;1 
as ~the selective aspect of percepti~m apd response. His 
fi~dings suggested: 
" 
. " c, 
I' •••. divi~ion·of attention between two or'more 
, inputs and between two .. or more targets is difficult 
(or impossible, when no time is allo,wed for alternating' 
,> attention or serial analysis, and that selective 
j1:,focusing is both .efficient and frequently used with 
;:inputs reaching a single analyzer from different 
!1 :physical sources or with target I: items identified by 
:~, the same analyzer or by overlapping groups of shared 
;" analyzers. ,~ ,,;, 
:!,' , " '. i' , 
II' He (Treisman, 1969) noted, ,ho0ever, that experiments~! 
." , ~ 
'j; 
..;. .e ,tt 
',i 
.. ' 
requiring attention to different dimensions were less con-
clusive, because 
• • • experiments testing focused attention have 
often assumed that divided attention is impossible 
and looked for perceptual interference from irrele-
vant analyzers, while experiments testing divided 
attention have often assumed that focused attention 
is possible and measured decrements with divided 
attention. The evidence on the whole suggests that 
focusing on a particular dimension is difficult, at 
least when it involves selecting one of two inde-
pendent aspects of a single set of stimuli (e.g., 
when it cannot be combined with input-selective 
attention), while division of attention between 
analyzers is relatively efficient at least compared 
to division of attention between inputs. 
He (Treisman, 1969) provided an example which may be 
24 
helpful in clarifying the above quotation. An observer may 
be in a situation of over-hearing two conversations about 
the same topic. It would be most difficult for the observer 
to focus attention on one of these speakers. On the other 
hand, if there were two simultaneous conversations about two 
totally different topics the observe~ would have less diffi-
culty focusing his attention on one of the conversations. 
In his paper, Treisman (1969) reviewed experiments on 
selective attention, mainly to competing speech messages, 
and related th~m to Broadbent's (1958) filter theory. Four 
types of attention strategy were distinguished: The first 
restricts the number of imputs analyzed; the second restricts 
the dimensions analyzed; the third restricts the items 
(defined by sets of critical features) for which subjects 
are listening; and the fourth selects which results of per-
ceptual analysis will control behavior and be stored in 
I 
I 
t 
memory. 
Clifton and Bogartz (1969) stated that Broadbent's 
"selective attention" referred to a single "communicative 
channel," and that messages arrive to a person by various 
communicative channels. Any attribute of a message has 
the potential for specifying a channel. 
For instance, a message's attribute of being 
visual can be used to specify a communicative 
channel. And, the attribute of being presented 
to the right ear, or of being high in pitch, can 
be used to specify particular auditory communi-
cative channels. 
According to Broadbent (1958), people receiving messages 
25 
were able to filter out those messages arriving by certain 
channels, so that the messages transmitted to these channels 
were attenuated. 
A person rejects, to some incomplete extent, a 
message transmitted on the filtered channel, and 
does not process (e.g. make an immediate reaction 
to, or store in memory), all aspects of the message. 
This ability to filter out the messages transmitted 
on certain channels accounts for the putative ability 
of receivers to concentrate on a single message at 
one time (Clifton and Bogartz, 1969). 
There has been acceptable experimental evidence that 
adult listeners are able to attend to messages transmitted 
on one channel, while largely ignoring the messages coming 
in on other channels (Treisman, 1964). 
Clifton and Bogartz (1969) found data reported by 
Naccoby and Konrad (1966) indicating that 
• • • kindergarten children can selectively recall 
a message in one channel, when the channel is defined 
by the sex of the person speaking the message. Their 
data, however, do not allow the conclusion that 
messages in other channels are actually attenuated. 
In a subsequent study, Maccoby and Konrad (1967) 
obtained evidence that children selectively recall 
a message in one channel more effectively when the 
channel to which response is demanded is identified 
before the message is transmitted than when it is 
identified after the message. 
26 
This result suggested the conclusion that the irrelevant 
channel was filtered by the listener when it was identified 
prior to the transmissio~ of the message. 
Maccoby and Konrad's study, as reported by Clifton 
and Bogartz (1968), attempted to provide a demonstration 
of childrens' selective attention to messages transmitted 
via a particular channel. Subjects were given an auditory 
short-term memory task in which remembering material 
presented to one ear (channel) was consistently rewarded, 
while remembering material presented to the other ear was 
never rewarded. 
Extended training on this task might be expected to 
result in attenuation of the messages presented to 
the nonrewarded (irrelevant) ear, and thus selective 
attention to the relevant ear, in that attenuation 
of the messages presented to the irrelevant ear would 
reduce the amount of material Ss would have to remem-
ber on each trial. To test for such selective atten-
tion, several test trials were given toward the end 
of the experimental session on which Ss could con- . 
sistently respond correctly only by attending to and 
remembering the messages presented to the previously 
irrelevant ear were attenuated, poorer performance 
would be expected on these trials than on adjacent 
trials testing memory for items presented to the ear 
that was consistently relevant earlier (Clifton and 
Bogartz, 1968). 
Snan of Attention 
r 
Attention span is a third important aspect of attending 
behavior. In an article by Powers (1969), he stated that 
contemporary literature suggested that the concept of 
attention span refers to two different phenomena. English 
and English, cited in Powers (1969), listed under span of 
attention: n(a) The number of distinct objects that can 
be perceived in a single momentary presentation; and (b) 
the length of time a person can attend to one thing." 
27 
The length of time a person can attend to one thing 
was referred to as voluntary attention by James in 1890 and 
by Angell in 1904. Subsequently, the length of time a sub-
ject concentrated on a task has been referred to as per-
severation by Cushing in 1929, interest span by Herring 
and Koch in 1930, sustained attention by Schac~er in 1933, 
and as attent.ion span by Botte in 1928; Van Alstyne in 1932; 
Cockrell in 1935; Gutteridge in 1935; lVloyer and van Haller 
Gilmer in 1955 (Powers, 1969). 
History of early work on the opan of attention was 
given in a concise manner by 'ofhipple in 1924, and Garrett 
and Schneck in 1933 (Stevens, 1962). 
According to Powers (1969), the concept of attention 
span seemed to be used currently in at least three ways: 
1) empirical evidence indicates that "attention span" is 
task specific; 2) many authors have given the impression 
that short attention span, distractibility, and hyper-
activity refer to different phenomena, differences among 
the behavioral referents of these concepts are often 
'i~ 
;OJ 
·i, " 
!l :'~L II ,~ " f It .. " I, 
,'. 
28 .. ' 
1 I 
difficult 
",~ :1 
, '~" ~ ~ 
discussed as though it were ah inheri t'~ po~er or ability 
" 1; H 
'ili ~' I) < :t ~ 
and the observed behaviors of distractibility and hyper-
I' " ~~ 
'I ';Ii 
to specify; and 3) attentio~ span ·is sometimes 
. I 
i' 
. i ;: II ~> { , ~ 
acti vi ty "are the result of an, underlying short attention 
::;< 1
1
' ~ • I; :, i' ~! :i 
~, ~ " 
~pan. 'I' 
,,':1' 11 :' ~ ~ 
"~ ::Jm operant conditioning analysis'; of:~attention span 
:l!'t ;: -~ . II ~ ~ 
~ugges'ted an alternative view, (Powers,( 1969). The most 
~~:;- ., ~ I; , ~ ~ ~ " 
,import,ant, single principle of operanti conditioning is the 
·r, il ~ " " . ~ -. - )~ 1t'i 
~mpirical pr,inciple of reinforcement""_ 1) The: principle refers 
i 
I I, 
I 
.~ "' l' 11 
:to the ~ observation that the;e are cert~in :~environmental 
fl 
i:!.~ : ~. ~ 1; 
~vents,that are commonly called rewards, and to make a 
, . I .., -, . :~ 
{'ehavi!'or more frequent, ,"it is sUbseque~tl~ rewarded. These 
4 ~ _ 
,.~ ~,,: I.~ 
r1 .. 
rewarding 
',1' ~;: ' 
forcers. 
I' 
events are more technically referred to as rein-
~ , 
A reinforcer was d~f:i..ned as ~ stimulus, the 
r 
~ollowing a respons,e, increases the 
" ~resen:'tation of which, 
~ l ", 
II~' ~ I, 
probab1ili ty of future occurrences of "the response (Powers, 
i: 
1969).: ,1 ~ ~ : t 
UI 
He stated that several variables,~ are'; crucial to the 
" 
, -
:t "! 
succes':s of the reinforcement procedure. 'The first was the 
J~' '~ A ~. il 
;~ u 
contingent relationship between the re~pon,se and the rein-
~I ;, ' 4 
forcer. The contingency is a logical if-then relationship, 
i:'I, .. • ~ {' ~ -
J~ ,1 " • ; I ~ 
~~ich is to be distinguished from a simple: pleasant or 
• -~ " ~ ~ :,: g ~: -
r:ewardlng situation in which a person might find himself. 
... '" ~ 'I 1 ~~I I~~ "~ -,~ 
This i's mainly due to the reinforcement· procedure which 
1" ... " 
'i' ~ 
'I :.., 
fequir¢s the occurrence of some. specified,response 
~I'.;:, 'il ~ ~ . it' I; 
"il . I 
to the:l:presentation of a reinforcer?Jl~ a, ,pleasant 
'j "i '. I, 
prior 
~' ,j 
" 
? .. 
" 
, 
~'~'" 
situation 
-j 
~~h 
" 
, 
':)'j. 
\ , ~, 
-I ... ,I 
, 
,I 
I , 
J. 
J ~ 
l 
1 
J 
! ~ 
.!~: II 
I' 
'" !bl 
'!~ 
... il 
:1,1 
I, 
" ". 
", 
,J 
1::1 
l~\ 
;ll:.i 
'I,' 
I~I 1 
l, 
I' 
.:[;i~ 
' ~J ~i! If 
t!::l: 
,:1' 
HI: )h 
;il 
" , .. ' 
.( 
" 
, 
, .. 
'1\ ~( I 
'~ .. ; 
,. 
,:0'1 
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The second crucial variable,; w?-s the immediacy 
:~ . \ 
il > <,1 
" doe's not. 
of,' 'reinforcement. To be e'ffecti ve ;1, the reinforcer must 
• ,J ' 
: . ~ if 
follow the response without delay ~Pow~rs, 1969). 
'J 'I,' ", 
., 
_"~ Working within the framework ~of ,9perant conditioning, 
:j .. • ~ \. ~ ~i 
the' term Il a ttention span" referred :!io '~othing more than the 
~ f .... ,.~ 
I) ~, Fl ' ~ 
behavioral events to which the name is'attached. These 
be~avioral events were explained iJ t~1ms of environmental 
II T" .. ~ 
variables in the presence of which iithe 4 behavior occurs.' 
{ ~ ,.. i jj 
Thi's interpretation emphasized beh~vior that interfere wi ~h 
~ , *... . 
- ~ :1 
att,ending to a task, as well as attending behavior itself., 
,. -
He (Powers, 1969) summarizedtthat a lqng attention f ! ~ ~ 
sp~ is the result of presenting reinforcement contingent :: 
,. ,. . if- " l,' 
'1 . 
upon attending behavior, and hot r~inforCing behavior that 
is 1'incompatible with attending. S~ort::attention sp'an can 
i~ !l 
be ii observed when reinforcement is contingent upon behavior, 
• 
• ",j II 
th~t is incompatible with ,attendi~el, _ ~d not reinforCing 
II· 
the," attending behavior. , ~' 
'i ,"- I 
'. 
i 
. " 
, 
III. CHARACTERISTICS AND MEASUREMENT 
OF LISTENING 
~ 1t 
:~ IJ 
'j , 
~ " 
Ten'! Characteristics of Good and- Poor Listeners 
'. ··Nichols 'and, Lewis (1954) not~d 'tAat research pompleted 
',; I, "':: 
at ~~1ichigan State College, Stephens Co'llege, Florida State. 
;; :. '~.- it ~ ~ 
Un~ versi ty and the Uni versi ties of :,Iow'a, Missouri, MinnesoLta, 
;;., 
and J?enver made it possible :to be m,ore :~ explicit in devising 
~ - if ~ 
tralning programs to improve listening, ,comprehension. Based 
1 ~ ~~ 
on :fthe results of these studies, t~h ~',~mponents of effective 
f 
I 
" 
I j 
~ , 
! 
, 
, I 
r 
" I
,1' : 
1i , 
1 
ijl" 30 
II;' I' 
;1:; listening were identified which made i tJi possible to clarify 
~{ 
-,~ 
at least 'ten important characteristics 'of the good and poor 
, ,? ~ ": !! 
listener. 
.;j' 
, 
,f 
!J 
These ten characteristics of good~and poor listeners 
'~'I' were' as follows: 
If!' 
Previous Experience with Difficult l\1aterial. The 
:::: 
I, j~ ~ , 
inexperienced listeners are the,poorestulisteners of all. 
, ' . 
" 
'~~j j~' 
If'" ;- , ~ ! -
They are inexperienced in hearing <material that is difficul:t 
. :~ 
\1 
in nature. 
:: ' 
" These listeners have a tendency to spend their" 
";::? 
"I' leisure time listening to' or watchi~ pJrely rec'reational ' 
\ 
"'i,! 
''I' 
"1!'?' 
1 " 
programs on the radio or televisionJ Good listeners, how- ' 
• l l~' ~ , > 
eve~', seem to take advantage of the 'more difficult radio and 
,\ 
ik: television programs :tl).at tend to cha:llep.ge their mental 
1 " 
~": cap~ci ties. 
t';, 
'! 
:'!', 
"if 
lilli, 
j: ~ 
2. Interest in the Topic at' Hand .'\ It has been noted, 
I \~ 'j' 
in many objective studies concerning'lli'~tening, that the 
intJlre~t factor in "aural assimil~ti:~m'" 'Iis of tremendous 
1::Jih 
il..~ 
,i\ 
,!i~ 
significance. Good listeners seem to be able to find ele- ' 
.... . '~1 
. '; \~ , ~ ,~/ I':'~"ment's of interest in almost, ,all topibs of discussion; on the 
~l' ,~ Ii 'i' ' ~~ " Ij 
I' 
J" .. other hand, poor listeners ar~ frequently bored and find the 
'!!:,;' 
" u :~: toplp uninteresting or "dry." These!' pO<?F listeners have 
',j::) ~ ~ , \~ 
undoubtedly developed the bad' habit of ,c'ondemning a topic :, 
, .- ! 
,i\ , 
.ill' as u:p.interesting without putting eff6rt" (into finding some-
v,,"1 
,. i 
thing of interest. 
! 
i., ,t ~ ~ 
~ 
, . 
,. ,j 
Adjustment to the Speaker.!\ Every speaker has 'his 
" 
~' 3. 
I' 
~ , ~ 
, ,',:: pecutiari ties, some more noticeable ¥d distracting than 
II" ~.~; 
.~ ~;. 
,I 
" 
I 
'~Il , 
~ , ~ ~'~ , 
I 
i' 
I 
t 
I 
i 
I 
I:; 
i!~':' 
jl' ; 
!I II 
":-:,' 
, I~' 
, "',' , 31 
" 
,j 
6thers. ''It is natural for the listener to .note the speaker's f 
,~ . ~ 
';1' ,I 
.r A ,I 
pecull'arities; 
':, i] 
however, . the poor liste~er" ',has a tendency to 
"'1 ' : 1?ecome:preoccupied by them and, eventually;, to use them as 
!~ ,;, 
"" "J ',f! 
o I~ , 
some~mental tangent 'rather 
,:' , 
a rati'onalization for following 
t1han the speaker's sub j ect matter. 
II .<: 
He:is" in fact, throwing 
I~ ,I "I, 
ihe entire responsibility for communicati~~ upon the speaker 
~' ' 
'I 
which is a serious listening fault. nNo more than half such 
r ~ 11 
~esponsi bili ty, at most, can logically i'be i'placed upon the 
-Il' t, ¥O I'" 
II': j :t , .. 
c,cmveyor." I. <,j 
" ~ i; 
Nichols (.1948) found ob j ecti ve 'evide'nce that the 
1~ ~ , 
> l~ 
l'istener's attitude toward the speaking characteristics of 
r;. - 1 
\ j • 
tlle conveyor influence the efficiency oi'f oral communication. 
Ill' II" ,f"' " 
II . ~J '~ 
Ih a later publication (Nichols and Lew'is, -1,1954) he writes: 
.' :1 
J ~> '!.I 
Communicative efficiency is strongly',;,affected by 
the audibility of the speaker and by the listener's 
estimate of the propriety of. the language being 
used. Communication is less strong:)..y, ,but still 
consistently, 'affected by four other su'ch factors: 
admiration for the speaker, estimate of his overall 
effectiveness, amount of high sclioo:;!.. sp'eech training 
received by the listener, and the listener's personal 
~ susdeptibility to distraction. 
,:;;~: :! .~ ~ ,,} \j 
I, 
. Ii 
Good listener's, when afflicted'with'a weak speaker, 
r "~ 
, li 
'! I, I " 
give their conscious and overt att~ntion to him. They wjdl 
'l,i' 
'j 
re'alize, ~hat the 
r 
speaker and the aUdiende share responsi-
j I t II 
communication. They, 
If \ 
of '~the ': obligation for 
bility for the success or failure of 
, ~[ " ' 
I, ' • ~ 
th~refo~~, assume not less than half 
communication. On the other 'hand, "poo:t. li:steners slight 
ii~, ... ~ I' 
;j ~: 
their fair share of the task, and hold the conveyor singly' 
, '~' ' 
II 
responsible for holding their attention.J,~ 
fi~ 
Ii' II 
:1 ,I 
.II .' 
"~' U 10'" 
'II 
.' 
':,1" <' ~;. 
" 
1 
i 
I 
I 
i 
! 
I 
, i 
i 
, ' 
" 
_ -,' 
" 
.I (" 4,; Energy Expenditure of the 
. ~ 
Listener. Although, 
11 " )~, 1 
" 
efficient listening is considered the 
:~ 1 
simplest 
~ 
way known 
i1 
to obtain ideas and information, it is ~til'1 hard work. 
~d ~f ~ ~,#o. 
'I, ' , 'i 
"It is characterized by increased heart~action, faster 
i, it ' t. I~ ) 
circti.la~lon of the blood, and even slightly': increased ' 
-l,o ,)1' 
, 
bodily temperature." It was noted that~an:outstanding 
.~ .,.. " \J .; '~ 
charactb:ristic of poor listeners is their unwillingness ' 
,I ~ " • ;~ , ~ 
II. , 
to' expend energy in a listening situatiq'n. '~They also seem 
'1. : 1 • r~ ,. ~ 
tot be ur?challenged by the physical demands that are made ' 
1 . .,:"''', ( 
upon them when confronted with a listeni':ngsi tuation. j. - ii - . if ~1 :! 
fl L ij 
tend to 1"fake attention" which 'is consid'ered to be ". 
I' 
'-. 
" . if 
They'" 
, . . 
-one O.f the surest of all indices to low-level comprehen-
,I "\ 
~t 
sion • 
1,·· 
i" d ,t 
• ~".' an • • • one of the worst habi:ts afflicting t>-
I; 
us ': as a .people. It 
'~ ~ (' 5.::: Adjustment to the Abnormal Listening 3i tuation. 
I I, 
Another definite difference between good;andHpoor listeners 
~ '. - \, 
is:the way they react in abnormal listening situations. It 
:. :' I~ I ,. t, n,; , 
:i 
has" been" noted, for example, that good lilsteners tend to 
, 
poor ro~m ventilation or 
I 
s:peaker,~ pefsonal hearing' 
'I ], ~ \ir ~1 ~ disabilities~ unnecessary" room noises whiich 'distract atten-
,) ;' ~' .:: -~ 
mak,e quick adjustments to It. • • 
I) 1, 
temperat~re, inaudibility of the 
tior, anet noisy neighbors ,or seatmates in' th'e audience ... ' In 
~r I 
contrast ';to this, poor listeners ". : • t'~nd; ~to tolerate all 
~, ~il" ~ -~ ~I' ,1 
t 'I 
of the above conditions and in some instances, even to 
i' :\.1 
~\ . 
needlessly impair com-
, 
creche di's1:;ractions themselves which 
I:· !l ~ 
preli'ensiori. " 
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[6. Adjustment to Emotion-Lade~Words. To be a good 
.. ~:.; 'J , 
'I, listener one must make' adjustments to; ne~otion-Iaden ,words.", 
"This hs accomplished through a carefu~ eiarnination of the 
," ',_' il 1 
I:' word~i, that arouse emotion wi thin him 'as ~ listener. This, 
~"I ~ £:J 
~ i, ~1 
~t . 
"',examination will most likely reveal 
'il:"! ill 
that}such words really 
r '~ 
jl - '~ 
t shou~,d not bother one at all'. ,It has~ been ,found that poor 
Ijl, :~ , l 
,: listeners are frequently aroused emotion~lly which seriously 
1:1'10 i I; ,'" 
i"handi!caps their ability to reason. Good,~listeners, "on the 
I ~ 1 :i I . ~." 'i~ 
other:: hand, are more objective-minded:: anelL analytic 
',il J~ ~~ :1 
enough 
'1'1 i] I, 
'to b~ little affected. ~}' ..; ~ " , 
;" 
_ ,... ~l . i] 
Adjustment to Emotion-Rousing Points. The adjust-:' 
" ill' I; 
"ment'to emotion-rousing points is mor~ difficult to overcome ~ 
'~, ,. ~ ~~: I; Ii 
;;:than ,jto emotion-laden words, largely because, of their 
I ii 1 "' II ",~ :!"great':~r duration. In, both si tu~tionsf the~ damage is done 
:,ii ',J, , !l j ~ " ~j *~, I~i"thro~gh "over-stimulation." ""Good listeners tend to wait 
ii" 'II 
l' il ' ~ 
i,until,; they fully understand a point befo~,e attempting to 
, 'l 
I~ ~ ..!, • ~~ 
:,:!:judge, it." As mentioned prevlously" poor, listeners have 
~i;less '~motional control and may develo;' ~~: intense dislike 
~~""~ ~j , ... !i 
~::for ~'speaker early in his speech bec~us~\ 'of some minor 
i'~' i,~, '; 
lipoint':'he made. This dislike'may result in an over-eagerness; 
~~~'. f! . ~~ , ,. 
,:::i;o debate or annoy the speaker which is a
r 
common product of 
':1--1:.. " _ ~ '" 
:(faul ty c,omprehension. "They "consist~~tlYi! prepare an answer 
~, :' '.... i! 
;::to a ~oint, or question about it, bef6re );he point i tsel.f is 
,!)I ~ ,~ 
III ' i; 
,i,i"'fullyicomprehended. II :; 
,I 1 ;( 
:!i~ , 
,,:8. Recognition of Central Ideas. "'Good listeners have 'J' 
'il 
,ian 
·i~ 
ab~lity, to focus on can usually 
Ii 
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recognize the characteristic language in which central 
ideas are commonly stated. They also have the ability to 
discriminate between 11 ••• fact and principle, idea and 
example, evidence and argument." The poor listeners lack 
these discriminating abilities and may take pride in the 
statement that they IIlisten for the facts" in every presenta-
tion. 
9. Utilization of Notes. An important component of 
effective listening is skill in the lIutilization" of notes 
taken during lectures. Note-taking can either aid the 
learner or can hinder the learner by becoming a distraction 
itself. It is a well known fact that the more notes we take 
the more hearing time is replaced with writing time. The 
mere accumulation of notes is not considered a scholarly 
act. A good listener may set aside a period in the day to 
go over notes taken during that day. This is a most effec-
tive way of incorporating the new facts and ideas received. 
10. Reconciliation of Thought Speed and Speech Speed. 
Concentrating by the listener is influenced by two variabl~s, 
largely beyond his control: " ••• his own speed of thought 
and the rate of speech of the communicator." This last com-
ponent of effective listening is the most important of them 
all. It requires the listener to reconcile his thought 
speed and the speaker's speech speed. "By reconciliation 
of thought speed and speech speed is meant the utilization 
of the differential between them to expedite comprehension 
i 
~d 1 e1arning • " 
I} 
cr ,'" jl 
their ·rates. 
It should not be 
D '11 ' 
atte!TIpte~ ,to 
~,~ 
;J 
I" :,.. ... 
synchronize 
~ii, I ' '" 
;i" 'Although Nichols and Lewis (1954) c)Jearly identified 
• ,'" !' • II ,~, '1' 
ten characteristics of good and poor'liste-ners, they did 
::, ~ ~ Ii' '1 
not de'vise an objective test for measuring them. One does 
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.' ~~ 4' ~~ 
Aot ~ow how and when the college studknt>develops good and 
ij.< Ii. ;; , 
poor ristening habits. 
, 
,. ~, '. ~i ,] 
, " 
1!; .. ] t' ' ~ 
. , 
:,They (Nichols and " 1:'-Lewis, 195,4)-a&so>hypothesized that 
, J - - ~ J 
college speech 'classes, in general, !'teacn" students to 
~' :' 11 • i ~ 
• .1 Ill' j ,j 
Jisten I) more skillfully either' direct+y;i or ~indirectly. 
n11 i. _ J .. ~~ t~ .i 
they did not administer a formal test ~o s:ollege 'students 
k: • t" . ~; ~ -, 
to verify this theory. ;; ".f 1'~ . :! ~ 
'\!'1 -.. ,Ii 
Measur:ement of Listening Behavior 
~: : ~ ~! 
,Measurement of listening behav~oF is ~he final step 
- :.. " ' 
rr ,'II 
the listening aspect of-the language inter-
. '1;' i:" "" 
» 
experimental investigatio~. -,1 ;One method is to 
for bringing 
~l!'1 ~ 
~ctiori"under 
c~ • ,: 
ask the listener what he has been doing. :;;This .can be done 
;, II 
informally or by testing his 
,~ 'j .- comprehension of either the 
'. 
.' 
,~Il, ' 
(3peake,r's statement or 
~ -' ~~'~' ' :r' 
the referent '(Rlce::iand Ratner-, 1967). ' 
," '. 
,!. ,; 
$akan ;1(1967) felt that if . ~ tests of listening "should be con-
,:" , ' ~ " ~ucted, so the subject is unaware- he .is~ b.eing tested; hence,' 
"/' ,1 • ~!. . ~l • 
he is i:less likely' to rehearse-. Another method of measure-
';:11 • ~ ," ,~ Ii 
d: 
ment iis to observe subsequent:li:st~ner;'a9t·ivity. The sub-
iI:i~i - r~.· i: 
j ect can be observed interacting with lob j e:cts, or he himself 
• ~ II ~ _ t ' 
'II' .' ';:' , 
may become a speaker, and the'degree~of statement-modifica-
,f' ,j. ~ '" Il 
tion can be observed· (Rice. ana. Ratner,i! 19~7). What might 
I i!!? ~ ~ • -,.. ~ 
~, 
'~r' 
" 
;Il 
il', 
II •. 1 
;. !;., 
I 
I 
r 
I 
" t 
1 
app~ar to be statement-modification, however, may be an 
error in statement-recording, and this must be controlled. 
A third method of measurement is to record physiological 
changes in the listener during the language interaction 
and correlate these with psychological changes. Brown 
(1967) in 1962 found no differences in breathing rate 
between "good" and "poor" listeners, though he did find 
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that all listeners tend to adjust their breathing rate to 
coincide with that of the speaker's. Rice and Ratner (1967) 
discussed measurement when they stated the following: 
Measurements which will discriminate the different 
listener functions are paramount. It may be, for 
example, that different kinds of listener concurrent 
activities occur during different listening functions, 
so that a listener may nod and grunt during statement-
recording, but raise his finger or look away during 
statement-modification. Or it may be that the listener 
displays the same behavior in different amounts during 
different kinds of listening functions, so that a 
listener may sit quietly during statement-recording, 
display more concurrent actions during statement-
modification. For the latter kind of measurement, 
of course, it would be necessary to first determine 
the listener's operant rate of activity. 
The phrase "listener's operant rate of activity," 
referred to the time it takes a listener to react to a par-
ticular act of communication. 
Tests of Listening 
Duker (1966) cited the following tests designed to 
measure what he calls "listening ability" which considers 
individual differences. 
The first test specifically designed to test listening 
, 
" 
i 
, II··· 
~, 
, 
,:[' 
":, ability ,was an unpublished test developed by Paul T. Rankin 
:I::,l ~ " ~~ ~ 
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in 1926. 
1) 
~ II 
The first published test designed', to measure listen-
,~ i1 •. ,~ 
ing:"was the Durrell-Sullivan Reading Capacity Test which 
,~ . 
was:"first published in 1937 and is stili in use. It was 
{ " 
deslgned for the second through the~sixth grades. 
,; .... 
, I ,~ 
,In 1953 the Brovm-Carlsen Listening Comprehension Te~t 
[ . 
was;j,published. 
1:' __ ~ 
It was designed for;' the: secondary level as. 
I' 
I~ .. 
well~ as for the first year of college, :but has been. uS!3d at 
/., - 1\ 
~ - !~ 
all,levels in college and also in business and industry • 
" " 
It has been widely used and has been th~ subject of much 
~ J 
resear'ch • 
" " , 
In 1957 the Educational Testi~g Service of Princeton; 
.. 
New' Jersey, published the Sequentiai Tests of Educational. 
i~ _ 
~~. Pro;gress, commonly lmown as the ~ t~<~t. (A li,stening 
,"/ tes'i; was included. It is on four levei~ and is recommended d, 
~r; 
I:~ " 
~ .... ' 
!i;~; 
i!!!r 
fo~:grades four through fourteen. 
':. , These are some of the tests that have been developed 
~ : ~ 
and'~ are still extensively used today. ~he most popular are 
il _ 
the':, :§TEP and the =B=r..;o;.:;wn:.=.:..-...:C~a::;;;r;.;l;;;.s=e;.:n....:;L;,;;i;.::s:..::t:..:e;.:n.:.;l::..:· n::.lg~;;;.C..;o=m;.r::p:.=r:..:e;.:h::..:e;.:n;.:,:s:;:,;l;;;.' ;;;.o:.:;n....:;T..;e;.;;s:..;;:.t. 
II ' test "has,! been deve'loped 'j" . ,As mentioned earlier, no to i 
" 
I; 
;:;i.~ tes'i; good and poor listener aptitude. This writer devised~· 
" r 
such a test utilizing the ten characteristics identified by 
, .1 
id I :~~; Nic:~ols and Lewis (1954) • The B=r.;;;o.:.:wn~,,=-:-..;C;.;;a=r:,;:l:;.:s~e~n:.:....:L::,;l;;;.' s:;.t=en=i;.:n;cg~C..;o;.::m:....-
pre'l'iension Test (1953) was used t~ '~al~'date test items. 
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ofllilistening behavior ~upported by istudie~ when possible 
~ , 1, 
because it seems important :for the treader to understand 
.!. 2':" ' ~ 
th4t listening skills and measurement .of them is extremely, 
; 
complex. 
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The study which is presented~in the succeeding 
',1 " 
chapters yields in:formation regarding listening skills of 
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college students who have 
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and'those who have not. 
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CHAPTER III 
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 
;, ,; 
\. 
", 
~ 
Thk' purpose of this chapter is to desc~ibe the experi-, 
.. i ' 
ji 1. ,I 
, merital design. The following topics will be presented to 
,: 
fac'ilitate the description: 
:!:.j, 
the test 
procedures and methods used, and data 
~Ii ' 
" 
instruments, the 
- ~ '!' 
., 
analysis measures. 
, " 
f. ~(~ Initially, a test referred to as the Listening Atti-
tudie Test, (LAT), was developed' in order i!o measure con-
I~~' ,1 '; _ ' ~ , 
cep'~ual 6,hanges in listening skills. Thi1s t~st was then 
,i;; 
preisentecf to three different student poplhations:; 1) . 
i 'j 
students:;who had just completed Speech 100 or )11; 2)' 1, , ~ 
stU::dent s 'who were a year removed from Spe,ech, 100 or 111; 
',i,1 ~, • • ,!r If 
') , 
and! 3) students who have never had Speech 100 <;>r 111. All 
f;: " 
:; , 
of :'1ihe s~udents from these three pOPulat~:ons;:were selected .. 
from Speech 100, Speech 111 and English C.omP9sition classes 
'~!I ' :1 ~ ': , 
.,i! -1 \1 -
at Portl~d State University. 
" 'r 
, ~' 
L After completing the LAT, .the subjects :!who met ' f ,~:. -) '~ 'Ii • 
cri teria I!were selected' from eacJ:l .populati'on.' ii, Their tests 
" Ii 
F"l' I" '1' 
were scored and the ,following statisticaJ!; tests were then 
~,i+ :: j! ~ 
~! II • ' f 
app,iied to the data, where appropriate, in order to furnish 
"'I ~ ~ - 'i'-
the'l, stat~stical implications. An 'Int er-i't em' "Correlation 
'::' 1 ~ , ~ ~; ~ 
Matrix of the total population was performed.~ This was .' 
l~ 
s ~:: 
followed :,by a Pearson Product-moment Correlation Coefficient 
;.~ . 
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performed on the LAT with Parts A, E and A and E combined 
of the Brown-Carlsen Test. Then a 1 test was administered 
to the three populations that took the LAT. 
I. THE TEST INSTRUMENTS 
Listening Attitude Test. This test was designed by 
this researcher to measure conceptual changes in listening 
skills. The LAT was-developed from the ten components of 
effective listening found in Nichols and Lewis (1954) and 
was administered to Speech 100, Speech 111 and English 
Composition students. There was a Part A and a Part B to 
each of the twelve questions asked and students were to 
answer by circling one of five choices. The choices were: 
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A, strongly prefer statement nA" over statement "B"; a, 
somewhat prefer statement "A" over statement "B"; 1, both 
statements are equally acceptable to me; b, somewhat prefer 
statement "B" over statement "An; or B, strongly prefer 
statement "B" over statement "A" (see Appendix A). 
The LAT and the Brown-Carlsen Listening Comprehension 
Test, Parts A and E, were then administered to English Com-
position classes at Mt. Hood Community College as PaTt of 
a pilot study (see Appendix B). The results were then used 
to standardize the Listening Attitude Test. 
After the standardization and the administration of 
the Inter-item Correlation Matrix, six questions were found 
to be statistically significant (see Appendix C). They are 
[\' 
',' 
" tilt 
as 
',,'" 
.~, ' 
:, .. 
, ' 
i~ 
," 
',.1 
,. 
" 
,t 
"'j, 
fol:lows: 
l' I 
" 
;jQuestion 1: 
! 
',' :~ 
:Question 2: 
IQu~stion 6: 
, ' 
i; .~ 
1 
'Question 8. 
t, 
" 
11 ~ Question 10. 
~ f 
Q~estion 12. 
A. 
.B. 
A. 
''> 
" 
.' 
" I:~ . "i 
There is somethingJof interest 
almost every speecJ?, or lecture 
" I hear. ;: 
in 
that 
• 'i 
It is rare, indeed', when I hear a 
speaker who carl really interest me. 
" :" 
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, ; 
Many of our bes't iHeas are triggered 
,by speeches and: le'ctures. 
j1 
B. Few of our besi: id:Jas are triggered 
"by speeches and; lectures. 
A. 
B. 
A. 
B. 
': . 
. , ~~ 
If a speaker ,do'es l),ot, communicate his 
ideas clearly, ~'i t ,is usually a waste 
of effort to 'continue listening 
closely. " Ii ' 
!i ~ ~ Speakers that are difficult to under-
stand at first,t' are often the source 
of the most valuable ideas. 
"- J1 "" 
it , ~ 
'i' ~ When I miss thei first part of a speech 
or lecture, I usuaJ;lY am impatient to . 
find out what'"the speaker said before 
I arrived. j' (' • 
t~ 
When I miss the', fi:r.!st part of a 
speech or lecture,':,I am usually bored 
to tears throughout the part that I 
; do hear. ~" 
A •. I get the most Out:"of a speech or 
lecture when I relate it to things 
that the speaker dO,es not discuss. 
. ~~ " ] 
B. I get nothing out df a lecture when 
a speaker fails~ to.:irelate it to 
~amiliar ideas.l 
A. I know from his1 first;few comments 
whether or not i care to hear any 
more from ,a speake~. , 
B. I have difficulty assessing the value 
of a speech or lecture until it is 
over. ; 1i' 
, 
11. I: , 
,The preferred answers to these quesf;:ions are: questiCJll', 
I ~l 
" 
one is A; question two is A: question six is E; question 
eight is Aj question ten is A; and question twelve is E. 
These six significant questions were then considered 
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to be testing what they purport to test, which is listening 
attitude. They were then administered to the Portland State 
University populations. 
Erown-Carlsen Listening Comprehension Test. This test 
purptrts according to Erown and Carlsen (1953), to measure 
"the ability of students to comprehend spoken language." 
Listening comprehension is defined as the "aural assimila-
tion of spoken symbols in a face-to-face speaker-audience 
situation, with both oral and visual cues present" (Brown 
and Carlsen, 1953). There are two Forms, Am and Bm, the 
former is comprised of 76 test items and the latter of 96 
items. These items are grouped into five subtests: 
A. Immediate Recall, which measures the ability 
to keep a sequence of details in mind until a ques-
tion is asked which reqUires thinking back over the 
sequence; E. Following Directions, which measures the 
ability to follow oral directions; C. Recognizing 
Transitions, which measures awareness of the function 
of transitional words and phrases within sentence con-
texts; D. Recognizing Word Meanings, which measures 
the ability to recognize meanings of words from con-
text; and E. Lecture Comprehension, which measures 
the ability to listen for details, get the central 
idea, draw inferences, understand the organization, 
and note degree of relevancy in a brief lecture 
presentation read by the examiner (Brown and Carlsen, 
1953). 
For the purpose of the present study, Form Am, Parts 
A, E and A and E combined (Immediate Recall and Lecture Com-
prehension) was used as the standardization tool for the 
I 
J 
I ! 
~ 
I 
;11 
~"I 
'~, " ! , 
" IlAT • Parts A and E were chosen because it'was felt they 
" 
~, , i 
nieasure'd listening skills 
j'jr.' • 
similar to what 'the LAT was pur-
,I 
:r ~ ~ ; 
porti~, to measure. 
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,; ~i'! The validity and the difficulty ~s well as reliability 
i, 
" data for test items in the Brown-Carlsen Listening Compre-
,~, 
~~nsiori Test, Form Am are listed in Ap~end~X D. 
I., 
" II,. THE PROCEDURES ,AND METHODS USED 
'. 
Subjects· 
Ill' ~.., 
~::" 'Age. Students were eliminated' f:f.om the study if they 
" were over, twenty-one years 
~ 
.of., age and above sophomore status. 
~ir t 
The pu~ose of this was to 
1! J , ' .-
control the iiage variable and 
i' 
11: :1 .... 
listening experience variable. 
!: ' 
J i, 
~, "I~ ~ 
" 
1,0 
f' Sex. The sex variable was not controlled due to the 
'l, ,Ii r, 
d'ifficulty of obtaining ,a sufficient sample. 
" , 
Selections. The samples were selected from Speech 
If 
too, S~eech 111 and English Compositio~ classes at Portland 
" 
Si;ate University', during 'the Fall of 1970. ': The population 
;t ;i 
~as stratified by selecting equivalent:numbers of students 
'1 1 ' '" IJ " 
,.!/ I, .. 
wi th the .same amount of ,.college experience,. There was 
'I, I, 1" 
:~I , . ~ 
approximately 200 students participating, ,depending on the 
l Ii .... ,',' Ill,;: ~ 
~nrollment of the classes involved in ~he study. Students 
~;oJ , :; : 
were eliminated if they had attended other, speech classes 
,~:" ' " ,.. I~' 
either:"in high school or college. 
I. • ' 
,J;., i 
'ii"n Description of Groups Studied. 
Il j ,.;' 'iI:j 
!:Ii 11 
The, I?roup I sample, 
f, .. ' 
who had not attended an introductory speech communication 
It 11_ 
'. : 
" 1I :~ R 
II ' 
i' 
" 
" , , 
:" 
i! 
l 
'course (Speech 100 or 111) was taken fromi the first sequence 
I' 
>, 
;!:~f English Composition (Eng. 121). ",; i !; .\ i-i! I. 
" 
:i-The Group :1;1 sample who had just completed an intro-
,,~I~ ;, . ,~ I! 
!'~ ~j ~ ~ 
,ilductory. speech communication course, was taken from selected< 
I~\ l," ...!'T ,f: 
I~Speech 100 and Speech 111 courses during the last two weeks 
~~, ~ J ':1 • :: 
~;'. II " i~ , 
Ii,of the term. Group I and II students ,)were just completing 
'~ 'I ::;1 ; 
~:,their; first terms as freshman or soph()mores in college. 
i!', - ~ r 
,I' 'i,.The Group III sample, who had,an introductory speech 
::~., 
"communication course, 
,t '!:1 ~ , , but was appro~i~ate~y one academic .' 
',;year ~emoved from it, ,were taken from i!th~': second and thir'd 
,: I,' 
{:sequefce of English Composition 
... 11 
(Eng. :;222! and 323). Stu-
I. 05 ,j • 
Ii ' ~' I I' • ~ 
:!ldents, from this group had 
~:t ~" 
to be in their ,sophomore year. 
.:;, '~English Composition students were selected because 
~r:: ~ II 
,;they ;tep,resented the best cross-section of studentp of the 
~1 , j 
",desired 'age group at Portland State Uni ve;r-si ty. There also 
-~':I .• 1 ~t 
;:.:+.; Ii .~ 
,~was aPligh probability that there would be students who had 
"i!"' i~ ~. J' 
;,taken:: Speech 100 or 111 enrolled in ~ English Composition' 
)1:" .;;". 
I:: ,j 
" 
,iicourse. 
~ ! 
~ i!r If~' 
::'kmd 
1:1. 
Ii In summary, female and male student's, between eighteen'" 
A" • '';:' 
.(, . '; ~: 
twenty-one years of age and not . above,! sophomore status 
I ., I. /:!-
.i' ',... J I 
:~\,/ere ~elected from Speech 100, Speech: 111: and English Com-
~~ I !I ~ , ; , ... Ii 
, ,I 
'Iposi tion classes at Portland" State Uni versi ty during the 
,," tt ~ ..;, ~Fall ~'f ~970. These students were diTided into three po'pula-
~ ~ IJ 
Group I and Group II ranged, fr,om '~eginning freshman '\ 
i 1 
beginning sophomores; Group III r~ed from first term 
'i 
;~,to last 'term sophomores. ~) lj tf " 
- :l 
~ 
" ".?' 
" ~ 
" 
, 
" 
,i 
J< ,. 
III. ADMINISTRATION OF TEST INSTRUMENTS 
In the process of developing a listening attitude 
test, the investigator and an assistant was required. The 
assistant was a person with oral interpretation training. 
This person was needed to record the directions to Parts 
A and E of the Brown-Carlsen Listening Comprehension Test 
(Brown and Carlsen, 1953) on tape. The Brown-Carlsen test 
was used to standardize the Listening Attitude Test and a 
tape recording was used to minimize variability (see 
Appendix E). 
The examiner's job was to introduce himself or her-
self and the study from a prepared speech that would not 
influence the test. After the introduction the examiner 
then read the directions to the Listening Attitude Test 
outloud while the students read along silently. If there 
were no questions, the students immediately took the test 
(see Appendix F). 
The tests were administered the second to the last 
week of Fall term, 1970. The reason for this, was that 
45 
one of the populations had to be tested near the completion 
of Speech 100 or 111 before they dispersed. All students 
were tested during the week prior to finals for that term. 
Those students that were over twenty-one years of age were 
eliminated from the study to control age. Experienoe was 
controlled by limiting potential subjects to freshman and 
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i' . 
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:( I· 
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" 
, , 
r' 
" 
d 
" j 
:i ," " ' 
,; , 
I:: I' 
~!j,~ A! I, 
~ ~ 
~ II d 
')'1 ~ ; . ~1 
' ~f~~ if i l( ~ ~ ~1~'soph~~ore class students. ' ,,'; :1 rll~ j , h ~ it :~::, There were several Speech 111 c1~ur~;es offered and one 
I"!II ii' !, II 
;rSpeec'Ji 100 course offered, therefore,i sttidents used,in the 
~' 1, '~ ,il 
I~' II " ' ,,;\ I, fil"stud~, were selected from the above mentioned basic speech ~L ~ :1 J ,11 
~lll:clas~es taught that term. 'By way of bl~ification either 
ti' II", ' II 
:hcourse is considered an introductory course in general 
!J; I!" " ' 
i(speec'h. ' J 
iii! !i-1 
i =1 
lli II; Another variable to control was:, the~ possibility that i 
1~1 studJAts in the study may have had pr~vi~lus exposure to 'I 
H' ~ ; , . Ii 1~ 11 . l:',list~Aing instruction.' On the form' tb b~ completed by the 
f'" :i il ~ 11 
(i"stude~ts before taking the Listening Att~tude Test, the 
~" . ' ti II ~* II·. ( il 
ll':foll~:wing questions were asked':, Have,~ yoU; had any high 
I ' .... I; 
ili'l I !i I, 
r\i'schoo,l speech courses? Have you had Speech 100 or Speech 
',JI.. ill I). 11 . ~ ],!, I,' 11 
1~.111 i:n college. If so when? Have you had any other collegel 
;'i;' ~ ,! ! [I ' . 
~~speech course(s)? If so, describe brief:i!y." The students' , 
I:" Ir" " } 
,i, 'Iii', ,,~, il '! 
!1i were:not used in the study if they an~wered positively to <. 
I.' 'I 
I';' II' P l~,any ~uestion other than Spee~h '1 00 or~ 111;. 
;[: i',The tape recording used in administ1rating the Brown-h it t~ i; tl~,carl~~n Listening Comprehension Test was' ;Of good quality 
.1 I ~ 
(il'so students could easily hear and und,erstand what was being 
jj:'t " 
, j 
I 
i 
II 11 ,I",said it, 
i' .¥" 
l!~]' ~ ,: 
Hi '~: 
!~: ~" DATA ANALYSIS 
l! ," ~ '; '~: ' Ii ~:I.:I it {, ~ : ~; 
:11:~ ~:'The statistical tests' performed~ w~ere appropriate, 
Jj!~ :! t) ~ II 
WHere ii~s ~follows: 1) An Inter~i tem 90fre~:ation Matrix of 
r',the t:6tal population (see Appendix C); 2)'1 a Pearson Product-! 
~r,. 'I" 
Y', ~ , 'i' i 
11H i! ' '" Ii 1.>. ~ '. " il. ~:I ~,. i~ 
tJli ~ ~ 
til~ 1~ I,,~ ~ t H 
IV. 
1 
, :r 
, 
il ~i' 
1t< ... :l 
~( 
:~ 
., 
, !1 
", iI 
[I-
ii 
moment Correlation Coefficient; and;; 3) ::a t test. 
ii 
Ii 
.An Inter-item Correlation M~trix ,was performed to 
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ii 
i~ , 
,I • determl.ne 
" 
,," ,I 
if each LAT question was ~sJl,ered significantlYl 
il 
different than another question. 
'I 
• ~ d 
, 1- ., 
,"k~ str.ong posi ti ve correla-f i~ i 'l '~' 
" 
tion means a favorable 
,I' 
k I' 
" , correlation ~xis,~ between questIons, 
I I i! 
l' 
r:,·, 
I'" j;i' and: 'that two questions are not answered!', significantly dif- [ !{ ii 1~ !: ,. 
1~'1 ferent. A negative correlation means that two questions i,l '" I -I 
,I, I' " l,'~,':,'if wer:i~ answered significantly differel{t. '; 
t!i~' I A Pearson Product-moment Correlatlon Coefficient was·' 
II! Ii· i~': performed to determine if the results op. the LAT and the 
it:, Bro~-Carlsen Test, Parts A, E and A an~ E combined would 
,Vi ~ 11 
i correlate significantly. , !i If the results correlate strongly, ~ H'1 ~ 
~ , 
iill, i t ~ould be assumed that the LAT and the Brown-Carlsen Test, 
(:: Par~s A, E and A and E combined werJ te~ting similar skills. 
i I.'j' II 1 ~l ~ ~ , 
)::r The,iPearson r was applied to the Listening Attitude Tests 
L' I'; j Il 
I;':, and[l\he Bro~-Carlsen Test Parts given to the Pilot study' 
}IIJ' I, ~, ~, 
V'
1.,'",,', group only.. , ~ "" II /1" . 'J ~ 
\:iii :;:'. The i test was then administered to the LAT results 
'If: of three different student pOPulattdns.;; Each of the three 
'J,ii, II, fl h 
,iI:, stu~ent groups were compared wi th t~e other student group. 
, L . , " 1;:~ The I: results determine if the performanc~ between two groups j j II I tJ ~ 
l:~,: are r~tatisticallY significant depart"ure~ from chance at the i, 
Ili, !l I. 
~!I:I I! l · 05 I! level 
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CHAPTER I V " 
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!, .r 
RESULTS ,AND DISCUSSION 
, • ~ ,I 
I. RESULTS 
.~ 
, . ~ . " 
The purpose of this c.hapter 'is to ~ present the resul t~ 
il 
;1 
the Statement of the Problem, three ques~ 
f ,,' 
In 
• II 
These questions:wili ,?e repeated to 
-::,1 II 
,i 
~ I,' 
tion's were raised. 
introduc,e the statistical results; the latter part of the 
, Ir~ 'I , , , I ~,: !I 
I,!i il, Ii ~i:: chapter will be devoted to a discussion:! of the findings. 
1:11 J ~ 
II,: 'ii" Initially, the Listening Attitude;ITe'st (LAT), which "i 
; :::: :1 " f' ,~ ~ II i 
1il;' tes~'s the ability or skill of recognizing good listening 
I\t il:. 11 'i -l~;il habits was ,developed. The LAT was, then! correlated' wi th the: ;;101 ' ' 'I, . 
fl::l Bro~-Carlsen Listening Comprehens'ion ~.~st, Part s' A, E and: 
}~' ii )', 
~, A and E combined. ' " ' :; 
J/l: Ii ,', :1 
,'!It ~~; ~,:! A Pearson' s correlation proc'ed,ure ~was used to compare 
l;i, the 'Lpossible ,relationship between ,tIle ~T and the 'Brown-
ij,.. . 1 J' \1 
'I q H !. h: Carlsen Test Parts mentioned above.' The correlations If,: I :: . 
li'~ revealed a strong posi ti ve relatioh~hip' ': between the LAT 
t I' I~ r ' . r,f ~ ~ 
f"" and ~Part E (r = 0.65) and the LAT wl'th Parts A and E com-
I!:,! !I , ' ,J ~ 
l:;', binJa (r = 0.63). Both were statist{'ically significant 
't'I' ': "j I! 
i:i l L \ ,': Ii ' 
''I' beyond the .005 level' of confidence ." Ii 
no;, :~ !l if; I il ~ 
!;"i: "~I:; In analyzi~g the relationship :between the LAT and 
~:i;~' , 'I" ,I 
,I 
1;1 ,I .:i ~' 
i~i Par-t' A' of the .Brown-Carlsen Test, th'e Pearson's correlation 
Ii. ,I "" " 
If; I, 
l~~ procedure also was, used. The correlation with Part A, not <': 
hli~, :) ') 
.'Ii! Ii 
'ii', 
,ii 
lj 
:t 
:< 
Ii 
h 
I' !i :1 
" 
( , 
., 
. 
, 
~il' ll',. 
l~~ 
t.~ I' II 
,i" jl 
fl' " 
. i'::; I ,. 
11'" ~ ~ rhteracti~g 
"~ 
,~ 
~! " 
~ I!. 
'" iii 
( ;i' 
with Part E, was low ~r =: ~.03) and was not 
~i!. 1 
~f : ~ Ij 
found to be statistically significant; however, since 
I'i ~. . :, II t!:' ,: 1£ r ~ 
P,Ft E ~and Parts A and E combined correia~1d well, the 
1\ ~ , 1 
investigator concluded that the LAT was'; testing what it 
(' 'j 
~n' ~ , ~ 
p~rpor~,ed "to test, 
~ , 
contains a summary 
111!~ ~l " :I". , 
correlation of the 
~!I ~ ~! 
Oompreliension 
11 , ~ 
f!' T'lle LAT was administered to three,' different student 
'." I' i.' .. 
p~pulatiions. These populations were <?ofupar'ed, by means of 
,< , ','I .. 
,:t' " " 
i.e., listening attitud~. Appendix.G 
,-' 1 '. 
. . 'i ~ 
of the raw data us~dt for completing the 
, )1;. 
'. ., 
LATwith the Brown-Oarlsen Listening 
.' ") t 
Test Parts A, E and A and~E dombined. 
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,1.11:; ji '., l' ~ ~ 
a\;1 tes:\; ... The 1 test was utilized to ~ s~ati;stically evaluate 
Ji ; , ' ~ I 
:! II, '11 
the dat~ in order to answer the questio~s rFised in this 
~ 
" " jl (, i' 
study. nThree questions will follow with the statistical 
ti '~ ,I r~sul ts~;' 
il·' ~. I~ : ~:" il 
'!' I! Question 1. ii Will there be a significant di~ference in the 
t;, 
f~'i h" I:)" I 
r 
~;;' , ~ rb: , ~lh . 
" I, .  
f'.,: 
,I 
Ij;: , 
" 
, 
J ~! ~'I 
II" j'b 
,!" 
Ii 
I ~ 
,," II 
conceptions of listening .skills between stu-
, '; II, 
!l d !J dents who have not had Speech aoo or Speech 
"~ ij 
'~ II 
111 and those who have just complete.d Speech 
'I 
100 or 111 Fall term,. 19701, 
... . 
• \1 
fil>, " 
'i' Tlil • t t"· e 0 bta~ned ' test was 0.09 
t1 'i 
whicn indicates no sig-
li~ ~,' -
nificant, difference. 
, 
~ j 
r~l, j. :' 
1:i' !!J I 
Q I. t' I 2 ues ~on~ • 
II' 
,J1 , 
I 
" j 
Will there be a difference :in·the conceptions 
. ~ ;, -
of listening skills betweed students who have 
,< fi 1J 
i, I' just completed Speech 100:or 111 Fall term 
1 lj· II 
1970 and those who have complet,ed Speech 100 
\ 
: \ 
I ,
, ' 
'I 
Ii 
ti;t 
'I~V 
j~, 
, I~, 
I~;' 
ft~, 
Ii, 
',I, 
Iii' 
~" 
til" 
"ii' 
, , 
I! ; 
'ii, 
n 
,! 
~ 
or 111 but are at least an~ ac-ademic year 
'! 
removed from it? 
xt} 
Jl 
I' 
" \~~ lk~! The obtained 1 test was 1.82. which is significan~ ~tJ' r J f il 
!i' bey6nd, the 0.05 level of confidence :~(on~ tailed test) .• 
,I 
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ii; !! ':; l:' ') I.!! <1 
~lr, Que~tion 3. Will there be a diffe:rJnce ';1 in the conceptions .~ 
~~\, "" '1 I'i j .' 1~:~ j~} .i~~:" of listening skills bet::"ee~ students who have ,: 
Jil:" ,"~ not had Speech 1 00 or s~eeJh 111 and those who'! 
':j :1 l~ ti \i: tH completed Speech 1 00 or 111 but are at least 
I,:,:"l,:: L an academic year remove~ fJom it? 
" : 'I 
n·l ,',r 
u: 
Iii 
f !~.! 
Ii" ~.;i~, 
11: 
p~ f~;' 
~;\:i' h! ,~f, 
;;! ? R ,j. '1, 
;1 " ~" "·11 
The obtained 1 test was 1.80'whic~ is significant 
n " Ii 
beychld ,the 0.05 level of confidence (one tailed test)., 
i\ ~,~ ,I 
f '; 
II. DISQUSSION 
~ 
; ii I'::;, 
~I.... .;t iJ 
!\\;, ! In support of the general coriv~ctii:on that individual ' 
1,1-11 II , 1" ~ ,II l 
,I!' list'ening skills improve when t8:ught u in ,~ speech class, one;1 
'r::: migh~ consider the following POSSi;iii ti!es as influencing 
11\,[ " : :, ' .! ~ ,I' '~~~ il I • .1 i1 '! 
~,t the 1-esults of question number one. ~ 
11:1 :1";' .. ! 'i 
1i: Ii The results indicated that there w~s no significant 
"i~f \\ '1 ; 
~I,. diff~rence between the students who had ilust completed the 
" I' i , l' 'I ~ ~t" Spee6h 100 or 111 course and the studentk who had never had;1 
'k., .. ~ ;' 'J " 
I::" if" ,e c, ii if the Spe~ch 100 or 111 course. It would seem that if 'lis-
'II,: teni1 ~kil1S were taught, the POPula;tioA that just com-
'H" :! Ij I' '; 
It Plet~a the Speech 100 or 111 course woulq. perform better 
I~' i II I 
;;:' on t4r ~T test. The data, however~ :seems to indicate that .; 
~l this lis ,I not the case. When considerihg .Jhe literature on 
,,,' "i, II 
"I 
'ri:' , i~ :: 
'I ," I:' , i~' 
'~ ." II 
I 
i I 
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I 
I, 
I 
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I 
I 
i 
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, 
- I 
I 
i 
I 
ft, 
4 I:" 
" il" 
II 
n 1 
:)!l 
; ~j li 51 r: 
, ' human 
~ ~ ~' 
learning, (Osgood, 1953; McGu,ire,:i 1960) there is some 
Il:~ 
!j' 
evjJdence that a 
iJ 
test for performance skills should not be ' 
aanknistered to 
,i 
{<' i: 
students UlJ.til they,~ haye had time to as simi-
':; Ii " 
concepts. A delayed test,! in ~other words, would 
I, 
iii 
la~e the 
'i III prove ,to be more valid 
ii' 
recall or execution. 
I, 
than a test ~equiring immediate-
# J 
:1 
oil ~, 
l, When applying, the human learni~ng iitheory to the results 
',1 '" , ;:1 I 
foUnd in question one, it may be that the Speech 100 or 111 
I " 'i ~!; i)' ':: _~ il • 
coUrse did teach listening skills, but i:since latency improves 
:1 ' , 'I ~, 
6: ' performance skills, they had not appeared as yet. If the 
ii . ~ ,:.; ~ ,.~ 
jU~t completed students had been ~e:steq a few days later, a 
i[ Sid,1uJ;icant difference might have;. b~en !found. 
!:I::L:~ :'On the other hand, when interPreiing the 
.. ! !r" ,r, !l 
resul---t s ' of 
til,# I,' Ii 
;!I, qudstion one, nonsupportive implicatio4s existed. The never ~:' . 11 li':t :j 
~1,: had: Speech 100 or 111 students were: co~posed of ·both freshL 
H''' > :,r 'I 
rl' il ll 11 I; 
",I,' mari' and sophomores and the just completed Speech 100 or 111 
11;1 ,I' II> 
],,1 Ill' . 
:~,! were composed of only freshman. 
t!!,; II 
1 l' II ,I 
A1though age was controlled 
~ 11 
i II in ii,the study, perhaps those who ii, j' 
": ~ 
were sophomores became 
'1 I; , 
tl'" 
i"i!i 
,ji-r ill., 
rl" 
oI"i 
fi'J 
'" I 
i:! ,i 
sophomores through "survival of the~fittest." 
! " II 
In other 
jl <I;. , 
words, the experience factor of the:' sop)1:0mores could have 
:] ;: ~~:
influenced the test results enough to improve that popula- i 
:1 'j II ~ 
II 11 ti~~s' scores to the extent that there ~:was very little 
I~ . ~ ~ ~ '. 
va~:f.ation between the two populations' Jlscores to show a 
Il . .• 
II , 0 ~ 
significant difference. This interpret:ation supports the 
'I' , if 'I i 
!] ~ ! ~ '\l 
hyp,othesis that listening skills are taught through school': 
,j' 'J j 
!i 
exp'lerience rather than through a ~p~ec1i class. 
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It also was noted that the teaching of listening was 
not well defined in the Speech 100 and 111 curricula, i.e., 
there appeared to be no specific unit on listening nor 
specific training in the application of listening skills. 
One might conclude, therefore, that concepts indirectly or 
randomly taught did not generalize enough to result in a 
good performance on the LAT. 
The following possibilities might be considered as 
influencing the results to question number two. As the 
results showed, there was a significant difference between 
students who have just completed the Speech 100 or 111 
course and the students who were at least one academic year 
removed from completing the Speech 100 or 111 course. This 
could be interpreted to mean that the Speech 100 or 111 
course acted as a trigger to the development of listening 
attitude skills. This supports the human learning theory 
which indicates that performance skills improve when the 
administration of the test is delayed. 
Another consideration, is that the year's experience 
of applying the listening attitude skills taught in Speech 
100 or 111 course could have developed further listening 
attitude skills not covered in the Speech 100 or 111 course 
which resulted in better scores. There is also the possi-
bility that 'listening attitude skills were taught, but were 
not fully understood or developed until they had been 
applied for a year. 
I 
i 
\ 
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1£ one interprets the results to question two in a 
nonsupportive manner of the value of an introductory speech 
class to the teaching of listening skills, it should be 
pointed out that the year removed population might possibly 
have learned listening attitude skills not so much from 
Speech 100 or 111 courses as £rom the composite experiences 
of the ensuing year. Since these subjects had not been 
enrolled in other speech courses that would serve to refresh 
or improve their listening attitude skills, no influences 
other than experience would be present; therefore, it would 
seem likely that the population that had just completed 
Speech 100 or 111 courses would perform better because their 
information would be more current. As the results suggested 
this was not the case, which indicates that listening atti-
tude concepts were not learned as a result of the Speech 
100 or 111 courses, but were developed instead as a necessity 
to survive in college. 
Lastly, when considering question number three. the 
results indicated there was a significant difference between 
students who were at least one academic year removed from 
completing the Speech 100 or 111 courses and the population 
who had never had the courses (Speech 100 or 111 courses). 
In support of the general conviction that listening skills 
improve when taught in a speech class, the following possi-
bilities might be considered as influencing the results 
of question number three. In the literature, Nichols and 
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t:'; Lewl'~ (1954) have observed that exPosur~ to college speech" ~il:r Ii I! ;- '~ 
Ii:: cou~ses :facilitates listening skills,. The above results \~,; of Jti.estion number three support NiChOl~ and Lewis I state-
l~ II ' ' j: ~i" men~. Again, the latency the'ory can,: be Ilapplied here by. 
"-\\,: k' r' 
i~ 1 sta~ing that Speech 100 or 11'1 did, t'Jeacl1 listening skills, 
it . . ~~ i!! ,f 
I, 
fW:, 
lil: 
b'l~t :;understanding did not appear until a year later on a 
1 j!~ 
f," 
ii'l 
delayed test. - - ~ , 
:; ~ f~'l t'i, 
~,i!,i ' !r . ~n summary, the results basically trevealed that, 'II ' 
, II 
il ~r ~ot, the students 
"\ Ii 
.: I 11 
the year removed students.-
~ ~ !1 
,j il 
to,variou~ i~~luences such as 
"1+ ': / [i! whether presently taking the course 
't- , , l~it perfiormed dffieremtly than 
trll :1, 
H" This'!I'difference may be due 
11::- I" i~ . ~. 
t- tl.mel "l.n school, 
l,I;:~ 'j J 
"'j 
Ii!, a'ssihrllate and apply in:formation 
I,
r' ~ -
: in ai!l:speech class •. 
:,1
1 [. J t;i 
b 
exposure to a speech;class or time to 
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" ': Ii 
lea.J:'1ledj a?out 
It ' 
Ii 'J Ij 
listening 
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',.;.il;· .. 
'~H :! It is clear that the 
lil:: ':i:, 
, 
r 
findings supp~rt those contending 
~" ~.; :1 
il!, that ,1 :exposure to speech improve 
f,ll.\.. )1 
listening skills. The 
! 
1" 1 . II, b fi~I' c al.IIi mad e y 
~" , 
Nichols and Lewis (1954) that instruction in 
i~ .. ~i' , I: : 
iii'listeltlng skills \yould 
tL ~ I,: : 
,I 
improve Ii stening Ii was not supported , 
'hby the 
I!il ~ ~r . .!l !' 
"i' ,rl.dl.~ 
.L:. II 
IIjust completed groupll data an,:d lfd single over-
~ 
" J; 
~ypothesis seems to ac'count fo'r t:tp.s discrepancy. 
I: ~ , , 
i.1" il'!' I "J _-
\!l'i'Nichols and Lewis (1954), however, "'rIe're qealing with college: 
, ~';'H 'il"~, ~' ~ I '11 :1 !l~spee~h ,courses which were heavily loa'd.ed ~wi th training tech- L 
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::, . II 
'\!~-nique's for improving listening ability, Which was not the 
t!~: :j: ., I; 
il::case ~in Speech 100 or 111 courses at Porthand State Uni-
t .I' ~~ ". ~ 
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CHAPTER V;· j, J! 
,·:i ~} Ii 
~ ~ 
SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS FOR 
{t ~1 -
. :~ 
FURTHER RESEARCH 
j. SUMMARY c, . ii 
".I I. .~ I~ • 1:1 ,-II : '1 T ,~ 
li~:' Ii ,The purpose of this study was t'o de:termine the impact 
!~' ~ , " ' 
Itof co3..!lege speech classes upon developingil improved listening ~i 
n .. "'J I' I~skillb' •. More specifically, it 'soUght ~to ~e~ermine the ex-
li!~i r~; ~ i1 
(:t. tiL 11 : , ~ I 
l,tent to which the students who took Speech 100 or 111 have 
~~:: ,;! I' .' 1-. ~ ~ Iii, II, ,; ,i! 
Lacquired' listening skills. . I; 
till ;j" \1 
~, 'i ~ . I: 
I"~ ;, There has been considerable theorizing concerning 
~ !:,\' d : , ...~ ill ~ 
II Ii" 
!:listening and auding with only a sca:tteri*g of experimenta-
!I' ~: : !I 
!~ion. :!.' A?cording to existing data, l'~~lten~ng would appear 
:to be ~ a complex human behavior that 'iJ only 'partially under-
r1:'l il J II 
In I! 1 to ~ 
I~toode: There are, however, definite Itistener functions, 
lil" ;; " .~; !~ I , . ~ 
'Ilistening conditions and variables th~t affect listening. 
J~: ~ ~spects of attention are also important w~en considering 
I, dill ' ~;~ \: 
i:1 1 j " ,II ~he occurrence or nonoccurrence of listening. 
, · .. il · ,," 'II, ili,l, ~: ;.In~ tially, the Listening Atti tud~e Test (LAT) was 
~l~·: ~ , s. ') r ~l ~; 
developed in order to measure conceptual dhanges in listen-
I rl ii ' ~; !l 
j-i! Ii I' ' • 
ing skills. The LAT was statistically:; ancJlyzed to determine ! 
til r 'II ~ ~ 
~i I i, , 
its validity. This test was then pres'ented to three dif-
~j: l 'I . .'. i,I,. 
I il" ~ 'i 
ferent', student populations: 1) students who had just com-
~ i··' II . : ~ '~ 
plete~iSpeech 100 or 111; 2) students who ;iwere at least one, 
1'1 ,,' .! 
11':'1 ~ :: . :!j . I! 
,ih' . 
1"\ \. 
'j. - ~ 
academic year removed from Speech 100 or 111; and 3) stu-
dents who have never had Speech 100 or 111. All of the 
students from these three populations were selected from 
Speech 100, Speech 111 or English Composition classes at 
Portland State University. The performance of the three 
populations were statistically compared using the 1 test 
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to determine the significance of differences between means. 
The following is a summary of the findings. The LAT 
was correlated with the Brown-Carlsen Listening Comprehen-
sion Test Parts A, E and A and E combined. The results 
indicated that the LAT was testing what it purported to 
test, i.e., listening attitude. The t test was applied to 
the data from three different student populations who took 
the LAT. The results indicated that there was no statisti-
cally significant difference between students who have not 
had Speech 100 or 111 and those who have just completed 
Speech 100 or 111. There was a significant difference 
between students who have just completed Speech 100 or 111 
and those who have completed Speech 100 or 111 but are at 
least one academic year removed from it. In addition, a 
significant difference was revealed between students who 
have not had Speech 100 or 111 and those who completed 
Speech 100 or 111 but are at least one academic year removed 
from it. 
It is clear that the findings support those contending 
that exposure to speech improve listening skills. The claim 
. " 
II:' 
~' 
II! ; 
II ~, 
II' t, I" 
l Hi. i1 
,~ 
\ ~, 
~i :J 
\1" '\ : 
:; made"l!by Nichols 
': ~ 
and Lewis (1.954) that1 in~truction in lis-
'I II" ~" :i ' iftening skills would "' 
I. 
improve listening' wa~ not supported by 
'], " t!I!~ il . .~ 
~r!. ~ :i . i1 
1:l.the ",just completed' groupll data andJ' n'o s~ngle overriding ~:1. ~ I ~ ~ I! ~l::hyp01S1esis seems to account for thi:3' disdrepancy. Nichols 
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;1' 1\ ' ~ ! , t~and ~;ewis (1954), however, were dea~irg J~th college speech., 
-tfl~ours;rs 'which were heavily loaded wi th t;~ining techniques 
[i'for ifuproving 
t .I! listening ability, wh~.ch wa~ not the case in 
, ~ till 1j 
100 or 111 courses at Portland;State University. HSpeech ~i'" ' ,,' ~: ,. I, \, • iH" !j 
,[~, \:1 
. ~ i1 
~. 
tli'; 
;1:., II. I}~LICATIONS FOR FURTHER,RESEARCH ,~! . ' 
~;!:~ 
l!iF~ 
~,; 
~ I~ -=- l 
!I ':1 ' i 
',; Since significant differences have been revealed in 
t ~iIl ~,' Ii ';~his ~tudy, several areas of further rese4rch can be sug-
rL ;\: - II 
gested'~ 'One related variable seems to'; be lithe age and lis-
I 'I ' Ii ~t~;, ~ : .1:' 11 
tening:experience of the subjects. ,This variable could be" 
~ '1 - , 
tC '!Iri 1. • 
invest'igated in a number of ways:; .;; 
ft ~ :: ~~ , i\ 
ij:, ,,1.1.' The freshman and sophomores bould be segregated 
.J' If' I! \ I ~ 
t'lo det'~rmine the possible influence ge~era:l experience 
;, . I' ~!\ li i, "I 11 il 
r#ight ~ave on the "never had Speech 109 or:! 111" population. 
'1\ tl' ~: '1 
~~ey could be compared separately to ,t4e spudents who just 
h~, " 'I • " 
i1r: !J a h ~.' 
ci:ompleted Speech 100 or 111 and to the 'students who were at 
'1" I " " t:!~ I :l ;: \:~ Ii 
Jjeast an academic. year removed from Speech' 100 or 111.· 
!II,I I' '1 I"~ II ii .1 I:' . . ~( ~'. Seniors who are three years ~emoted from Speech 
r: II~ II I- .. ~ ~l 
fbo or !1111 . could be compared with anotner group of seniors 
i( ,I : i ) Ii 'I 
'ii II" , Ii 
who have never had Speech 100 or 111., The ilresults would 
;::',1' ~ ~ 
reveal 1if listening conc.epts can be retained over a period 
f,~ ';' ~ i~ 
U II" 
of three years. 
; 1 ~'I 
i'" 
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3. The seniors who are three years removed from 
Speech 100 or 111 also could be compared with the original 
.group (freshman and sophomores) that never had Speech 100 
or 111 used in this study, to see if there is a difference. 
4. It would be of interest to compare each of the 
four class levels in college. There ,.,ould be four groups, 
freshman would be compared with freshman, sophomores with 
sophomores, juniors with juniors and seniors with seniors. 
The just completed Speech 100 or 111 and the never had 
Speech 100 or 111 would be used in order to determine if 
a difference in listening skills exists within each class. 
5. Another possibility would be to compare freshman 
with sophomores, freshman with juniors, freshman with 
seniors, sophomores with juniors, sophomores with seniors 
and juniors with seniors. All groups would have completed 
the LAT and would not have had Speech 100 or 111. This 
might indicate if college attendance teaches listening 
skills. The above types of studies would reveal if listen-
ing skills are learned through exposure to speech or through 
experience in college. 
A specific unit on listening skills was not a part 
of the speech classes used in this study. A follow up 
study, therefore, comparing three methods of teaching lis-
tening skills might yield valuable information. The methods 
would be concerned with 1) a unit on listening theory, 2) a 
unit on application of listening skills and 3) no specific 
t 
r '!!il I"" 
b :!I~ 
'1 
.1'" jill 
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, ~I \i, 
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II 
:,,1 
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unit on listening. 
r' 
; I! 
'II r 
As a final suggestion, it would seem important to 
know 
! 
~ollege speech teacher1s listJnin~ attitude. It 
4" t 11 
is hmggested that the LAT be adminfste:;-ed to college or 
~', ~ 
i , 
university speech instructors. 
-ij, 
i' i' i' To expand the, above' suggestio'n it would be inter-
, * ~ 1\ 
ri':l 
esting to compare college speech inst~ctor's performance 
~ !; 
on fthe LAT with the performance of the~:r class on the LAT. i 
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LISTENING ATTITUDE TEST 
, 
, ~ 
'ASSESSMENT OF BELIEFS AND A~TITUDES 
1. 
2. 
, '" 'l 11 
j~ It 
IN PARA-VERBAL COMMUNICA~IONI 
'i 
A. There is some~hing', of ::interest 
e,very speec.h" or iecture 
I' 
that. I 
, 
" B. It is rare indeed when! I hear 
who can really interest me. 
'I 
" i 
't ,H 
in almost 
hear. 
a speaker 
A. Many of our best "ideas,j are triggered by 
, :1 
speeches and lectures. 
• u 
B. Few of ou;r best ,i'deas are triggered by 
fe, 
, ~ 
speeches and 'lect'ures. i 
, ,4 ~j 
3. A. Although this may, .,;ary:\ from speaker to 
'; ~~ I] 
speaker, in general I identify more with 
:t i:,' b 
the audience than with Ii the speaker. 
J Jll ~ -
~ j! 
B. Although this may~ vary:'ifrom speaker to 
r.. • -\0 tt II 
';. 
speaker, in general I identify more with 
, 'I 
'\ ' 
the speaker thall with the audience. 
, i~ 
4. A. Disorganized speeches anfr lectures 
} 
absolutely frustrate me'. 
T II 
B. Disorganized spee9hes and lectures 
"I, l' 
absolutely challe~ge me,. 
" , 
'. 
I 
1 
I 
i 
\ 
t 
J 
1 
t 
I !l il 
., 
f 
A aj;? b B .5. 
il .. 
1- , 
, 
,i 
'j. 
,i! : 
A a Ii? t, :,.1 
, 
II > 
:1 
II" 
r 
II, 
Ji,n 
II 
I 
III 
'1 :, 
" il 
a 'l 
~ 
I:' 
~ ·1 
f 
:r:\. 
" :! 
if, 
" 
~ . ~I ,: ~ .~ .,' 
b 
b 
" , 
~t 
B 6. 
B 7. 
8. 
A. 
B. 
A. 
B. 
A. 
B~ 
A. 
B. 
A. 
,I 
,I 
" 
;1 
Ii 
, ,:~ , 
~ 
:1 
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People who talk 6'r e~gage in distracting 
'! 
behavior during~1 a speech should either 
,j '~ 
shut up or leave ,the "room. 
~ \1 ~ 
If a speaker can not ilkeep the attention 
I,. II 
I' -- ,ii 
of his listeners, it',is his own fault. 
" 1 Ii • 
If a 'speaker does1no"t communicate his 
, I,' , ' 
ideas clearly, it.is ~sually a waste of 
~ I -f !1 
effort to continue lj}stening closely. 
,:,.~ :1 
" " Speakers' that a~e" dif,;ficult to. under-
• • t, ' 
." ,1 
stand at first, are o~ten the source of 
"r -j 
~I 1 .. 'I .t 
the most' valuabie ide~s. 
t[, 
No matter how long a person talks, I 
'I 
Ii listen until he ,is tllfough. 
:i 11 .' 
When someone is ,too long-winded, I tune 
!1 • 
~i 
them out,. ~~ '1i 
When I miss the 
,- 1 !t 
'tiFst I\part . of a speech 
1 ' 
or lecture, .1 usually [lam 
'i : J 
find out what thk spelker 
'1, < r· ~, I 
'i 
n _ 11 arrived. 
i ~ ~ 
" 
impatient to 
said before I', 
When I miss the fiFst,:~art of a speech 
Ali' ;1 
or .lecture, I am .'u~uai:lY bored to tears 
1: \' 
the part that I do hear. 
II: Ij 
The, voice, appea;~ce and mannerisms 
. t· ~ t II 
speaker are often: ~orel: interesting than 
"I \\ l 
throughout 
of a 
t 
what is being said~' 
" . 
. " 
.. : 
i' 
I' 
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I; 
I 
I 
I 
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1 
1 
I 
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B. 
A. 
B. 
A. 
B. 
A. 
B. 
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'I 
People who get 'all ca~ght up in the 
11 ~ 
voice, appearanc:e ~~and :!mannerisms of 
ii, Ii ~ 
a speaker miss the id~as and thrusts 
, )1' I II 
I" .J 
of the speaker's'; remarks. 
~\ 1\ 
~ ~;~:! 
I 'get th~ 'most out,. of "a speech or 
;1" ,1 ~ 
lecture when~ I relate ,:i t to things 
{ ,~.' 
'1':J Ii 
that the speaker,: does :!not discuss. 
l!l tl 
"I' II I get no~hing out ,~f q lecture when a 
, 'I 
speaker fails· to;~ rela-te it to familiar 
~ , 
ideas. 
!~ ~ ,!,') Ii 
I find it utterly impossible to under-
~ 
stand a speaker who m~kes frequent use 
of emotional 
; ~ 
words and phrases. 
Ii 
Frequent use 
I, 'I 
of emotional words and 
" , 
"' ~1 i\ • 
phrases by a" speaker o:ften enhances 
Ii :.. 
I 
my understanding:' of the speaker's ideas. 
I know from his first 
~ ,~. 
whether or not I,care 
il 
from a speaker. 
II 
,few comments 
, 
'i ' 
;;to ,hear any more 
I have d~fficulty assessing the value 
... il~, ·1 
'5 ~ 
of a speech or l~cture\until it is over. 
.. ', 
t , 
.,,~~ ':t 
~c ~1·~ 
.~ 
i 
.l 
" ,I 
., 
'l' '1 
;1 ' 
'r 
'!, 
"'.1.' \ 
~ ... .,. ~. 
,0 
~4~ ~i .,!i 
'~~' J 
'j 
': . 
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LISTENING COMPREHENSION TEST 
f '.' • 
" I 
~ ~ 
': In the series of numbers 5 ... :8 -:: 4 1 - 6, the 
~~ 
: second number is ___ 1 
2'. 'i[ In the series' of numbers 2 '- ',1 ~'; 4 - :5' - 8, a 
11; 
~i 
, 'I 
" , 
series containing five numbe:r:s, the fourth'number 
~ if ; 
." "!r 'j, 
!i, 1S ___ I :;: 
II' '-1' ,~,. ~ In the series of n~bers: 7 ;~ :~8 
fourth number is 
, , 
#~ II 
'I 
"  5 -,if -
4'. ~ In the series of numbers 6'- 19 -:: 4 
:, ; J i~ 
? '" :, 
-~- 1,: 
.Jio." 
the fifth number is 
9 7, the 
4 - 8 - 2" 
. 'J 
,;? 'If In the series of numbers. 8 :- 'J 1 .:.,: 9,: - 5 - 3, the; 
... ,1, 
? .> 
---
II , )1 !' 
~'third number is 't ~! " :, 
~.I In the series of numbers 1 "-',9 -115 - 7 - 3 
,I 5, a 
r. ~ : 
series containing only odd 'numbers,' the next to 
• )~, ii· 
",i,~, ,:the last number is ?: :1 ',< ~i 
'} .; II 
:']. " In the list of words by; - qf ~- a~ 
8. 
'I' 
!1 
, beginning with a is 
} it ',i 
---? ,~~ :f ~'-
I :1 
~~ ,1 j Ii 
In the list of words at - by,- tb 
I., : 
on, 
of 
It; Ii 
list containing five words,'" the '~econd 
___ 1 
-::l ... ; 
" ,I.' 
" I' 
I . 
;i 
" ! 
the word 
in, a 
word is 
i i~ i 
i 11 
I Ii l' 
t ii 
t 
11 
I' ill 
1 l' ,I 
I , 11 
! 1~ 
1 ~ 1 II' , 
! ff' 
1 
~, 
'j, 
r1 1 " \, 
t ~ f II, 
I 1 ~l ;:1 ~l " 
-
II 
,1 !~l' ir 
,1 u "~,I 
\ 
It '1 'I 
" 
" 
~ ;,~ iii ., ( 
I"', :f 
,1 
:a 
,!; 
\ j: j \;1>' 
I!' 
1 
.i  
i~ 
" ~! 
li 
ii H, 
" 
I' 
1? 
" II 
1, 
t:i 
.> 
" 
.' r Ii 
r 
~l, 
h' , 
1''' 'j Ii. 
'1 I , 
1" ij 
i': 
i;, 
til 
it 
I ~ 
K 
'~ 
li' 
F 
r' ~ 
'f !~ 
\1 
{I' 
I" II 
, 
~1 ~ it 
'l 'I' 
,r 
'ir 
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" 
;~ , 9. In the list of words of',-:to ::... at on by,. " ~ -'I 
• 'I ";' 
the third word is 1 
! " the', 10. In· the list of words by - at .1. 0+ - to - in" 
:;r 
11. 
" 
4n , 
fourth word is ? :'. 
J 
• 
In the list of words I' in of at to,; on '- 'an - -
" " 
~; 
the fifth word is 
In the statemen~, 'Send ~hreeibox tops with your 
.,' • 11 
~ , 
name and address and 20 cents ,ito Box 24, Denver 
18, Colorado, 
the number of 
~ , ~ T I! 
to receive ,:' t~e S,pecial 
cents t~ b~ e~c~osed is 
.. ~ 
; 
gift offer, r,; 
___ 1 
In the statement just read~ th:e pox number, was 
,:1'14. Listen to this explanati()~n: I Aiter inserting 
1I"J 'II 
:! ' ~ • j, -" 
two small set screws 'in holes marked A in the 
,-
" 
,;15.' 
<II , 
.\ : 
,~,6 .', 
angle brackets marked D o'n "the:; enclosed diagram, 
~' ;, 
j' I 
make three complete turns: of each screw; then 
i 
place the brackets on' the::, wall :lin the desired 
Ii 
position and, fasten them into place with thet 
!~ . l
screws marked C on the.diagram;' 
/ I[ 
The number of 
., 
turns of each set screw you were directed to make 1 
J 
was ___ 1 
The number of set 'screws mentio~ed was 1 
" n Listen to these directions:] 'Eight of you should 
walk 4 blocks up this street, turn to your left r , 1\ j. 
" ;, 
" II. 
" "'i 
and continue 2 blocks to pak St~eet, then angle 
~, .. I: 
of~ on Oak for one more block to the corner house 
~ , 
l 
I" 
-, , 
,11 
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ii' 
~1 
" 
at 203 Oak." The number ij~l persons dire,cted to 
i1 '~ Ii 
,,!I 
, 
, 
'. " 
make the trip was 
----
? "", 
The total number of bloc~~ \0 {he corner house 
\~\. ~ '1 
,.::' 
? J:- ; 
-i on Oak Street is l' ---
.:-I; ~ 
-,:That is the end of Part -A. 
~ 
: 
~! ; :~ 
p. I~' ,~A good vocabulary is impo'rtant j; for several reasons. 
tl II, r 
First,'!' words win arguments--they' persuade',! they convince. 1\ ' I, < ' .~. 11 
't.~ , l I  • :\ ' 
Ii ";:Once Lincoln, having failed to,~ make 'a stubborn oppon-~.~.:t" I 
It 
ent 
How 
Ii 
1\-
:l\i 
of' his reasoning, ~aid, >'Well, let I s see. 
a cow?" 
,'. 
tr,~ .1; t ~ 
'Ii ~:I"T~atls right,~' said Lincoln. I "Now suppose we call 
of course," came the re~dy an,swer. 
the cqi~I~, t~il a leg, how many legs ~OUld :ithe cow have?" 
~r II ~~ ij~' 
i~ :},:~, five, of' course." 
i' ',Ii I~ c !f, ,:'Now that I s where you' re wrong~'" sai!~ Li:ncoln. 
tV~. -': j: ~I ....: I! • 11~3J.mply c,alling a cow's-tail a leg dgesn'timake it a leg.". 
dl il ; i ~~ !i t, ~econd, you need, a good vocabu~,:a~ ~f make clear, _ 
~oncis~ explanations. Someti~es one ;:W9rd,hprovided it is 
11 : 11 _.~, ' tl "I ' ; 
the right one, explains everythil1-g. -"For example, once when 
"I ' ~ ii ' ,:' , Padere~ski played bef'ore Queen Victoria, the sovereign 
t ~ II ~. ' 'I '., i1 ~:xclai¥'ed,~ with enthusiasm, "Mr. Paderewski, you 'are a 
], i~ 
genius !," 
~l' il .' 
It ,:~~~ your Maj esty, II - he replied, ir lI,per~aps; but before 
I'i" '1'1," ::: I, " 
" I' I~1 was a'l genius I was a drudge." 
.tj I~I~' 1 
h ·ii ': i 
ri II i. 
~il " . 
!I ill! 
fl I 
\1 : ~ 
" 
'r 
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Words are important for a third reason--to illuminate 
experience. Max Eastman, writing about how to enjoy poetry, 
says that most Americans, confronted with a poem, mistake 
it for a conundrum. They think their part is to dodge the 
simple impact of the words, and sneak behind them in search 
of a moral, or a piece of extra-subtle information. 
Poetry is using words, not to record or convey informa-
tion, but to cherish or illuminate experience. If the poet 
can communicate to you the refined, essential quality of 
any genuine moment of his life, or any imagined life, that 
is enough. Don't ask for more. If you get something more, 
it is so much velvet. But if you are anxiously on the 
watch for it, you will miss the whole thing. 
Eastman then goes on to mention a poem of his called 
IIEgrets," which attempts to give something more. He says: 
III once had a friend in Texas who loved to paddle around 
marshy islands taking wonderful pictures of these slender, 
broad-winged, snow-white birds. One day while we were 
looking at his pictures, my friend's tall, slim daughter, 
the most beautiful thing I saw in Texas, sat silently on 
the arm of her father's chair, attentive yet remote. In my 
feelings, her beauty merged in some subtle way with that 
of the birds and furnished the inspiration for my poem, 
'Egrets,' which describes her as being 'kin to their slim 
hauteur,' as being 'gentle and yet far away as wings upon 
wild water.'" 
~ 11 \ 
I, ii, 
, 1
1
,1, l. 
,.I! !i 
, , 
" ,Ii 
1:, ';i ,: 
;: Finally, words make the difference bej;ween boring or 
It ~ 
iIl:t ere st:ing s orne one. You may have 
r. " ~j II ~ 
, ' , :1 
fascinating 
I: !1 
,; II 
things to 
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tell, but you need the right ''lords if .you wiimt to make them 
I, 
I'l, ;! ~ 
truly interesting. Notice how the 
~i 'J, 
to, II 
ari interesting story. 
1\' ,!,,, 
i~ The country is India. At a dinner 
I~ ii ' 
had turned I to poise and il ". 
~~ch wl's more reliable in a 
II' r 
males present, army officers and 
!I ~' 
r; 'n"; 
that women 1were the masterpieces 
'f ~ " 'r 
"" II ,,~ I) 
right words make this 
l\ 
pafty the talk 
" J. 
self-control, and the old dispute: 
.: (0;:- 1 I! 
i! 
crisis, man or i~woman? The 
, . , ~I 
j' fj 
civil': s'ervants, agreed 
"> ' ~ , 
Ii, Ii 
of creation; their one 
, '~..:; .. 
~f II 
defect was ~that they went into lhysterics~ in a crisis. ,That 
'Ir~ 11, ' \ " :i 
, ~~ 
wa's whe~~ you needed men. ':, <' 
l! Ail ~he ladies placidly concurre~,;~ exdiept the hostess. 
1,1 ",' ,I " 
'I :i; 
Atlf the n;eight 
t:: :I'i, 
!l: II .A:i i ! 
\1 I', 
'I 
Kindly fetch a bowl of milki at :jonce and put it 
" 
of the discussion she called a native boy. 
r~t ~ 
i; Ij:' 
on~ the ~;1.0o,r." " ";';{ 
fI' II, " I~ Wi(~h a terrified roll of his ,eyes ~he !!boy ran to obey, 
l~ ,I ' ~, ,'; 
placing ,f!- jade bowl on the flagstone, close ,!to the mistress 
\'\' 1 " ' rr: '; ":r I " " 
of ll:the h?use. Then he stood back, holdi~g a:llooped whip 
in i[hiS hbd, as, from under the white ~apery\ of the table, 
If ; ~ " 
there sLL,thered a long bloated thing, 
It ~, 
yeilowish-brown with 
black and white marks. The cobra 
:""~ \\. 
il It 
approaqhedithe milk and 
·i' : 
Ii ,,f \1 ~ , '. 
the' nati v;e boy fell on it and k~lled it. : 
I: it i;. 
H IIWell" " 
Ii ',' ,I ' 
.~ to 
puffed a red-faced colone'l,' "hb~ on earth did r' , 
I "\J 
YO~' knowil,~hat snake was under .the table?"; 
II! "Ii'. was coiled, II replied the host'~~,s, "around my ankle. 1I 
. I! [ 
it 'I ' 
'l. 
f 
, 
" 
: ~ 
f' iI'I 
1'\ ~ ': 
1\ ~. ~ 
1\ R':\' 
n -~~ :. 
l~ :t ': ~I;' :t' 
l~ :, 'i 'i, ~ • ,\ 
t;, ~ ~I Now let's see how we may incr~a~e 0\lr voc,abulary. In 
II th " J d iii,,, ,I tt erLwof s, since vocabulary is so ',a~l-i~portant, how can 
i~e bu~~d'l one that will convince" exp:~8:in" \;.or interest 
fl"· ~ i~ !I 
pthers!more effectively? 
h ~ ., ., 
Ii . :\In'the first place, what about·, t'he 'G.I.' way of build-
1\;':1. .',' 1, 
1'. Il f ·,· I ? 11', ;tng ali orelgn- anguage vocabulary Wouldn t that work 
Ii L J ~ j 
~qually' well with strange English word,p? f . . , 
1\, .Take Fernandex, a shy Nexican from one of the big 
I.: '\1 i' 
§heep ~~ches of the Southwest. WheA the '~my picked him 
t:. ij;, . ·.n 
t' 'II' ii,' I,!' 
up at ",,18 'and started him on basic tr~ining!, he was desper.) 
1i "'II, \i ~telyilomiesick. He couldn't write h~me. ~d when anyone 
1i' . ' " '" " ~l "'il 
sent him a letter, he couldn't read it.\ 
~! ~'r +~ c: 1\ 
t.i . tt ;ort Riley they put ~m in th~ Sp~cial Training 
11 I" 
Tir'oop with other representatives of o,ur nation 1 s 4,~OO,OOO 
i~ ;\ 'J ' K" ,f II '" 
]1 ij, ,\ J 11 
fJ.literates. After 8 weeks he' was able' to II sign the payroll 
t; if!1 1 . ~;j, ~1\ ' ~ I~, " . ~ 'j I; 
and wasicrazy with happiness. At the, end of 13 weeks he 
~11 [l 11 ~ ,t'.. i • 
w1.s foiiov/ing the news' and writing lett~rs :home. 
li: ~ . . , " ," ,~ (I "" " k, S,;ucn IIGo-devil" teaching is comiiion in the Army and 
t! .jl li.1 1 
N§.vy. ';\ j y:t '~! 
f ~ "!l ~ Il :j 
r Think of the 2 or 4 years usually:speht in studying 
i. ~ I Ii 1!, :.~ I~ 
tl jl" 1 " French ,or Spanish. In the Army 'they ifeach you the bread 
r ',:\ Ii ;,; ii 
arid butter· essentials of a language in' 8 to!! 12 hours. 
'!' jl ,. ~, Ii 
i~ :t ' I ' I \i 
r!, Suppose our schools take up the Army-~avy technique. 
11 !i,., I,' ,I ' 
You'll first find ,the class around a ph~nog~aph, learning 
\
L :l,: :r, .. 1 !,', 
1 .I iJ , \1 
as: a chi1d, learns his own 1 anguage--:-by'" Jistening to and 
{j Il'~' ,. . ~ 
irr{itating a native speaker. After 15 to~ 20;\minutes' work 
t1 ,!:, \ .' 
!. :~ ,\ ~ !l' i~ Ii 1 , , il 
1
, t,. "' , . ii 
!I ~ 
1 !i i1 ' ~ 
tjt ~ \. ;,; 
I: il" I I. 1 : ; !, 
Ii J~. ~-t\ 
; fl' :' I I~ 
~} ~ 'I 
fl' wi thi! records, the teacher fires, sim,p~e q~estions at the 
~i ", .. .. "'h" ,II 
, i ,~ stud~nt s. All que stions, all answe'rs, even from the first 
tj l ' I, .J 
'h I ~',. ,;, .. Ii 
\i; ess<?,n, are 1.n the foreign tongue. ,~1, 1: ii, . Ir·1 '] 
" ' II ;r I This language technique emphasizes :ithe importance 
1\ \1' ," ,I; 
! Ii j :~ of u~.;ing the words added to your vocabul~ry. 
l:' Il, J 
I" !!, Then there 1.' s the dictionary':" study" way. The dic-fl 'I , 
i'l' il ' , " ,i' ']! I! 
'l:: tiona.:r-y has had a fascinating history;n" in :I:this country,' from I ~ II ' , 
;,. " :1- . 11' i 'ii 
11 the time Noah Webster first got intere'st~d in preparing one.: 
Ii, . I~ ~ I: 
ii :i:, At the end of his first year's wo;ki, V/ebster, estimated 
'I 'I ~l ~ ~ ., J Ii that :ihiS dictionary would require the~ inc!essant ,labor of 5 
jlyears'm6re. It required 18, and it"'was in 1828 that his; 
" ' , 'l" .... ,'v ,I h ':i 11 ,} I, 
i~Arnerf'Can Dictionary of the English Language ,,,as published. 
lilt co~t~ned 70,000 entries. 1,,: 
ii' ' ~" 9 !~ 'I But $20 was a high price, and iimanyof the 5500 
I: I: ~ ~ i _ ;: ii' ,Ii 
Ij,origip.al' sets were still unsold in 1840, when Noah broug!lt 
It ii', '"" " 
!fout a:I"re'~ised edition at $15: ,This iw~nt ~adlY, too. 'After 1 !I' 
il:webstrr.;s death, the Merriams., smalr. ; ob. rrinters, obtained 
l~hiS chpy;rights and began a new revision of the dictionary. 
'11: f'rts publication in 1847--o~e ;o{ume, $6--was an 
111 i!:' ~ ~ :\ 
!:imrnediiate success. Slightly' more than a hundred years 
Jl ,'~ I • " I: 
I~ater:! the big Webster's New Internati:onai Dictionary, 
If ii" r· ~" "j , 
!Second' Edition, appeared. Its edi to'r-'in-:chief, Neilson, 
1:' ':! ,,' ~:: 
iras a~~i~ted by 207 .speCial ed~tors,~, e:xpe::-t in such diverse 
IIfields l as astrophysics" locksmithing', and ;archerY. 
'Ii il ~ ~ ~'·I 
'it :1 ,," .. 1~'::N0'1 how should this invaluable~ r'efe~ence book be used 
li ~. .' ,i Ii 
as a ~ocabulary-building aid?Well,:we·ccinlearn a few 
{I ~ Ih, :1 
r: :,1,' ~ ; 
1.\ ~ . :I!. 
~ ~ ~ 
ri ~t- ~ 
,h ~~~'1 
.~: 
,I: 
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. , 
" 
, 
! 
! , 
I 
t 
J 
i 
! 
1 
t 
1 
1 
1 
1 
~ 
I 
1 
t 
'I 
'j 
II 
t1" Ii 
tlr' 
: I~ 
l' fr II 1 It things from Uncle George, Ii' ; , " 
If entomologist is of ants. 
who 
The 
4~ 
t 
was as fond of words as an 
:]l 
t " first1 thin~ he did when he 
~i: II' :! < 
:t came :iiiO pass the winter with us was:; to h9-ve the big dic-
11 ~ 
;:: tion~ brought into the dining., room •. ~ H~rdlY a meal was 
;, II", ,i 
It fini~hed without some of us ~children jumping up to consult 
!,( ,- ~ ,! 
1! th t ild' 't· W f 'd ld h h f . th I)' a I l.q l.onary. e oun we cou i: ave ;ias muc un Wl. 
~~ -i' .' 'i 
i' " 
It, it as, with any game we played., 
" ,j 
,~ji 1! I! ,lOne morning Uncle George' asked ,1.f "';;e knew what 
, " , ' '., " If :1:; (, 
fl exig~6us meant. "We,ll, I sort of half mow," I said. 
tll ,: 1
1
' I ~jl i~ IIIf you don't lmow exactly," Uncle 'George replied', Iii' 'j '1 ," , 
1': )i': • fl"you ,!can't use l.t properly. It's like re!cognizing a man 
]1: I~ . ~ ': ", ~ ~ 
li'by hi's clothes. ¥ou can identify him, but you don't know 
'il ' 
jimuch ':~bout his charact'er. It 
~ ~ 
Ii ~":After I I d consulted the big dictioriary, Uncle George 
H !j - ~ ;~' II fr " ' " " ~ l~said,!~ "Now repeat the 'word aloud three times. II 
!1 ,J I' f; Ii I 
,,' Ii ',He insisted that we must use each new word in a ~ , 11 , ~1 ~ , II 
!!sente.b;ce: at least three times a "day.' 
\~,\ , " ~, 
jl I~ , < , iwordsii ma\?-e us feel mentally ric~er. ' 
.rSomehow the new 
'\ 
, 'I 
When:, we talked we 
• I! J :1'11 'l 
jihad a:! ~feeling of confidence, ·the wa~, y,ou 9-0 when you ,have 
I!mone:r~, ' 
, \\ 
I;! ';rbncle George would also show u'~ ,(what interesting 
t~ II, I!stori~'s the dictionary contained. He 'hadi: us look up the 
'Ii ' ' h ,I ; Ii '1 
liord ,~ce and read the dictionary st.pty Of a word that 
Ilnsisted, on being a compliment inste,ad of:: an insult. ~i f:: I' ~ .'~ j ,I ~ 
II ~ "Give me three w,ords derived froJm the names of 
I.h I:, ' i! 
. I" [i ~ 
,pi ties," 'he used to say in another of his dictionary word-
I: 'I 
t ,I, c 1'.1: ir :~ 10 
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I" 
I' Ii 
J: 
ii, 
, i1r 
, ~ 
li,games,~ "And so it went. 
11 :i lP I;! Ilthe fun of using the dictionary. 
77 
George showed us 
Ii ,;I" '", 'I If; !I ,j Suppose we use a concise statement i:by Funk to summar-
:If ize ~,his approach. He says, when y~ul re~d or hear an 
if unfardillar word, make a note' of; it and' ldok it up later 
il'in tJ~ ~ictionary. If you think It,,Wl,·,,ll r,:,be useful to you, t\ !~ 'I ji ,It,,· I 
;fvJTi te:J: it down with its pronunci~tion and' ,its simple defini-. li\ion.L Then 'say the new word" out 10~d: se~eral times and use 
~it as: soon as possible 'in you:r conV?rsation or in a letter. 
iiBe stU-e 'to review your list from ti~e:' to ,time, for new 
11"words:1 ,: ~l'iP easily from the mind. l' . .,i ' IY,- . ~ ; Ii (, )"Then there is the synonym-study·, way,. A study of 
,I!; '~ i,' . - " 
tj,synonyms' is one of the surest ways or: enriching your 
til !l ~ 'I.;; ',1" I!I :\ '. 
II,vocab~l8:,ry • But very f.ew words are i' ex,act~y alike. For 
li:instaM-c~:, hate, loathe, despise, ab~ot, di~test, an,d abomin-
if.ate a~esynonyms, but each shows a ~l~ght:~y different facet ., 
fi,of on:F central idea. Watch the 'car ~:.c~rds::, the· billboards, 
iiartd advertisements in magazine.s an~ ;'n~wsp~pers. Pick out 
f" ·11, , ~.' ~ 
lIthe sGri;king words and see h~:w many .~:synonyms you can think 
~of fo~ e~ch of them. ,,~.:I~ ~ 
1.
'
1
" ',I " -' 
, I" ,j 11 
I,,; 'An~ don It overlook the deriva~ion or yvrord-history 
l' ~!j ~~c ~ Ifapprci~ch"~ Searching 9ut the history 6f a;: word often helps 
, ~ I~ ;~ • ~.. • 1I'!1 
'I!Clarify '~d fix its meaning. :' When ~~ ifin~, for instance, 
-r ,~ I '1 -~ I 
kthat c.restfallen refers to the .drooping c6xcomb of a 
.~ :i,' "'ti ,I, 
i 1 • ,I ~ 'i 1: 
I,rooster that has been' beaten~ in a fight, and that sedi-
f i;'i 1 I' " l~ent ¥.eallY signifies something that, ,i si tkn on the bottom, 
.( ;1' ~ ii' ~}. tl .'1 it :"!! JI .. j ,~ -If: 
';lr ,.I, -/ 
I ,~ 
~ I I~ < 
1l 
,. j), 
i !l 'I r 
I I' Ii tl, Ii 
• t Ii 
; ~I ! i ~\: 
t lr I 11 
1 
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II' f!1 
t' 
I tr t 
~ I:, 
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li' 
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,I 
II' , w W~rd hi~tories are both the~s'e words become more vivid • 
l' i 
il 'l 
fas'cin'ating and helpful. h .! 
'.;,', 
-, 
~"~ The word-a-day plan, the la~t 10f ;!the five methods to 
'l" . , '~' 
be 'recommended, stresses regulari~y 'and:i orderliness. You ' 
a . I!.: >.; \: 
niay!:ilo~f along at a one-a-day rate~ or step along at a 
'I ' t, ~, ~~ 
\' five-a-day speed, depending on how ambitious you :feel. It·, 
has;' "be~n proved again and agai~ th~t i:f'I: you will regularly !l! ,\ f1 11 
, i I' 
add! ~ew words to your vocabulary, ':~d u~e them accurately 
.~ i " !i 
and i aptly in your conversation, yo;uwilL increase your 
q f • '-~J ~ 11 
oJ. ) \ '\' sel~7"confidence, and gain wider soci;,al acceptance and 
I~.:' 
greater influence in your community.~ 
!l , .. 
So much :for the' separate methods. ;; 'Vlhichever method 
11 II' II jl . i II 
or combination of methods you decideito~use, remember that 
," "I' 
the' ;+m~ortant thing i?l to tailor it to iour own needs. A ;,;, l 
met~6,d!that suits some people may Jot suit you, although 
you .'can probably modify it to' do SO.:i 
-'~~ ,'" 
L q Ques"fiions 
, ' - ':It 
1156.1': vIP-at animal was mentioned in ""the L~ncoln story? 
57 .j; ~~fore whom did Paderewski Pla:r,? 'Ii 
)' p' ~; 
58.;,;'ilho wrote the poem, 'Egret~'? ' 
. !i 
, II 59. i1 Where did the poet's picture...:taking friend live? 
~, ."J. !l 
60. It,: "/hat was poetry said to be ~ a,tte;npt to do? 
'I h' ij 
women said to do in 'a crisis? 
l -,,1 1 
61. ~' What are 
I,. 
'. 
62. 1! In the Army 
'4 'i 
program the basic'; essen.tials of a.language 
,; ~ wE(re taught in 8 to 12 • • • what?: 
.j. 
1: j 
i .j 
,l • 
i • 
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~. 
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~; 1 
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.j 
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"1 
1 
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.1 
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r ~, , 
II ,~ 
!~ , 
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:i-
U;" I 
il :1 ! ~ 
63. I:" Fernandex was spoken of as OIte ,of how many.of our 
'Ill 
1, nation's illiterates? . 
. ~ ~ 
64. ;:" F~r how much did Webster's original dictionary sell? 
'I ~, 'I 
~ i. ,; Ii 
65. I,'! Who was the editor-in-chief of Webster's New Inter-
,j " 1,'," 1'1" j. I' 
!! 'national Dictionary, Second Edi tiori? 
,'I ~~ ~' I:. 1 . 
, , " 
66. What word did Uncle George have': the children look up? 
~: I, ii' I 
I, 67 ii 
Ii' • . it 
,I 
To illustrate the helpfulness of ''lord histories, men-
~ i- ,J 
II ';' tion was made of the deriyati~n1 of l!what word? 
II, 68. t H~w m~y maJ' or vocabulary-building ::methods were men-
1:1 II I 
If. t tioned specifically? ~ 
It 69. ;;! W1tat was the central idea of ~he lecture? 
.;i 70. il:;WhiCh of the parts of the lecture was least directly ~~ ~. 
II II' !, 
Ii. Ii: related to the central idea? ,:i 
.~ ,: 
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tl· 1 ~ *~ Ii l~ 71. "!lil::The Lincoln story was used in:.this b_ecture to show the:t 
'j " ,j I' .I II 'I ~., ii il:li i~portance of a good vocabul~~: in ::. • • what?, 
r. 72. r: Which specific voCabUlarY~bUi~dtng ,~ethod was not 
.1 II" il. .I:given a separate place in the 'orga.Il;;ization o:f the 
f!\ ~ I 'r 
. " 'II ~i" lelcture? .~r 
1\ 73. 'hFr'om the Paderewski story what ~Oul:d one infer that 
II II' - :'i 
. ; :ihe thought? . il 
n 1\1' • 
Ii 
Ii: 74. fT~1at part of the ,lecture abou~, Army~Navy language 
II J'!te~ching suggests that vocabu~a;y bhilding is largely' II :[, ' It '~'a matter of • • • what? 
Ii: 75. '!':Paderewski would probably cons'ider desirable vocabulari 
ilf i , 
!I 
i: 
,! 
I\' 
Ii, " 
ii 
11: 
as ••• what? 
• ! 
, 
Ii, 
!I': 
r ~, 
i' ..-~ : I I' ~! : II ~ " !:f :1, J 80 
,:1 
Ii' , ~J ;~ ~' I, ,t 1 ,i ( f6. The discussion of vlOrd historie:s /imp~ies that we ~1 r ,; ,! '. 'i· ,I 
" 
Ii If t'emember best those things which ,are :most 
• • • f: ~i ir , ~ fll i , what?" 
;~. r 'I ~~ ~l , i~ ~ 
'. That is the end of the test. :: 
i: i] ;' '.~ I ,j 
,~ '111 . , ;i :;'1~ ~. -
"I I, 
I' 
I' li-1 !~ !]1 • I" t -. ~ ~~:' :: 'I " ,l 
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;~; 
111 j,' '~ " ,I, it "'~ T ., ~ " ; ,~:! 11 II,. 
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III, 
,E ., Ii .J' ,~ 
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" il t: I, 
I: 
il" 
;i ~~'" 'j: ~ '; 'Ii 
I" d ", I' ii "-,i 
,~,~ ,;i "~ : i ilo 
I~ 'f:' "" ,~, ~ ff I'll ~I~ il {~ 
'i L 'il ~ 
" , 
-n- 'I ? 
,j' ~ tJ!, 
..1:1':: ~ i: l~ :i1 !!.l -( ,', l~ , 
i' F " lot 11 t i~ f, I:. l' ~: •. 
f" 
I' f ; 
:~ ~ i~ :1 I~ "I , f: 
" .j I' Ii' I. 
If 
:Ii' ~ ~ :t 
!~ " i: " '1; ~ f' l" ':!', .. I 
i1" 
" 
o} 
" I:. ,!.' ,;1 
_ i!; . " I; Ii ., "i~~~ " " I' ii, ., i' :f ., Ii 1~, i:.< Ii·' II r; If I' 
" 
I, 
Ii II" , I iH I, J:f' i' ii .~ 
I, fr-
II! 
1]; .-,. 
" 
.., 
ii' 
1~ ,I' ,- j 
It 1\ ~ , ~ f:', r J 
,r 
r ',r '!l " 'II, ". 
~ Ii ·'ii·' J l 
1!' 
"if 1f 
1·' -, 
r ~ i~ I ~( f I 'I ~, ~~ .. ~ H Ii,' , , ,po , '.1 .- ~If 
II: 
ii ~ 
., 
I ~, !i i h, i' r 'I J, J 'I II fl, I, 
,I, ,. ~ 1. . 1. 0000 
"- ····2: 0.0684" -1.0006 } __ "O.-~ : = 
3. -0.1480 0.0532 1.0000 
4. 0.1204 0~0618 0.0034 1.0000 
-. 
APPENDIX 0 
IN~ER-ITEM CORRELATION MATRIX 
OF ~HE TOTAL POPULATION 
5. 0.1818 0.1390 0.0143 -0.0051 1.0000 
6. 0.0258 0.0627 0.0948 -0.0470 -0.0807 1.0000 
7. 0.1631 -0.0398 -0.0712 0.0310 0.2193 -0.0524 1.0000 
8. -0.0327 0.0702 0.0648 0.0025 0.0592 0.0879 0.2589 1.0000 
9. 0.1335 -0.0633 0.1539 0.0847 -0.0019 0.0599 0.1187 0.0077 1.0000 
10 
10. 0.1415 0.1149 0.0764 0.0679 0.0632 0.2502 0.2429 0.1490 -0.0244 1.0000 
11 
t1. -0.0102 -0.0377" 0.0981 0.0862 -0~0804 0.1205 -0.1604 -0.2076 0.3121 -0.0176 1.0000 
r ....... (" , __ 
12 
- - - -
_ ~~_,_"'=_ "OKr • ." .... '-"', ... 'r", .... r. .,.".. ....... .,.."- ..,,, .. --
. - - - - .. 
Part 
A 
B 
C 
D 
E 
Total 
APPENDIX D 
VALIDITY, DIFFICULTY AND SPLIT HALF RELIABILITY 
COEFFICIENTS FOR THE BROlVN-CARLSEN LISTEN-
ING COMPREHENSION TESTS, FORM Am 
Validity and Difficulty Data 
Number Validity Difficulty 
of Items Range l\~ean Range Mean 
17 22-70 37.8 30-84 65.9 
20 35-75 48.0 38-85 62.9 
8 32-63 44.1 30-84 64.1 
9* 30-72 50.4 31-84 61.0 
21 26-59 37.2 27-92 58.4 
75 22-75 42.5 27-92 62.2 
*One item revised subsequent to tryout 
Reliability Data Obtained from 
Three Separate Communities 
Grade 10 Grade 12 
Community N r 1I* N r 1I* 
Huron, So. Dakota 147 .86 120 .84 
Jacksonville, Illinois 200 .86 124 .85 
Gardiner, Maine 146 .85 97 .90 
*r1I - Correlation of odd and even items corrected by 
the Spearman-Brown formula. 
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.., APPENDIX E" 
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'i 
, " 
, , 
~ 
INSTRUCTIONS READ TO SUBJECTS BEFORE BROWN-
, I 
CARLSEN LISTENING COMPREHENS~ON TEST 
,~. .i ~r ~ II 
!Ii: Fill in your name and th,e other: in:6ormation called 
l~ . '1 
~ for dn the left 
II' 
~, 
hand side of the answer 
" ~ 1 if 11, 
(! fill ;In'all the information 
1r.· :! ,: ~ 
accurat~IY. 
Be sure to 
:The date of the 
:;" . 
,J u' f 
I!testiftg "is May 14th, 1971. 
! 
Be sure:ito re:cord the year, 
'I ". ,; 
{l,mont:rii :a.n;d day of your birth. 
,I 
, . 
• ,I 
.J. ~ ~ 
1:;,ii.'Mu'ch of what we learn ,is obtained by listening. It 
~! ' I 
li' 11 ~ I' ..l 
ilis .as!i'important to lmow how well yo-q. ~de1r:-stand what you 
,I:'hear ~s ,',it is to lmow how well you ~~ers~and what you read. 
~ ~',' ;11 
t ,\, 
II '~'Part A is called Immediate Rec'a:ll. ,j ,i All 'work must be 
ii',"',. 
t'done ~entallY and answers recorded o'~:a separate answer 
1jisheet t: iisten carefully whi~e I' re~d ,;the:: sample question. I, !I ," I ' l~ :i' " , 
ri, :! In 1 a series of numbers 4 5 -" 3 -" 2 - 1, the first 
1~ ,! , ~ I!. ~ U .iI 
,number: ~s ? Yes, the first number ~s 4. Therefore, 
I~,'. n thl sample on your answer sheet, ~h'e Ii space 'under ~r, , ' I , ~swer 
;~he 411~as been filled in. If the co~~~ct :!choice is none 
\ " ,I I • , ;! ~,i 
tbf thcise'given, you should fill in the answer space under N. ," 
ti! 'I" '" 11 'I, 
The others are to be done in the same manner. Listen care-
I! !!": 
fully icind 
i:< 
I' 11': 
question ~only once. 
I~ !I " 
;~ il ~ 
11 ,~he 
l;t ~ .' 
!! 
\\ 
~: 
~ II ,!I 
~,I 'I 
try to remember what I ,say; '~I dhall read each 
'", ., -11 
-:: l,t r 1:'" 
I, 
above directions were read according to the test 
'I ,- " 
ji 1;,\ 
f 
I' 
~: ,I 
\- '",'3 "" 84 ij' T: 
mami1:tl"of the Brown-Carlsen' Listening 
II " 11 Fo~ ~ Am (Brown and Carlsen, 1953). ',- ~[ 
Comprehension Test 
'I 
!,I Part E 
i~ , 
J~ j 
par~pI {shall read you a f'airlY,l.engt~s s'election entitled 
.1' l! 
is called Lectllre ·Comprehen;sion. 
~ ~ ~ 
In this 
.. ~ , 
zi. .' j 
"Increasing Your Vocabulary. 11 Listen ca~ef'ully as I read 
i, ~ .: .: t~~ Ii 
because, af'ter I have f'inished" you. will:\ be required to 
'( 1 . . \ i: ,,!1. 
i' answer questions about the selection. Do not take notes 
r ~i' I 
), , 
J\:, on wfat; I read. 
Ii 'j' After reading 
II I' 
it dire~tions follow. 
!i I' That is the end of' the lectur~.:' 
1
'\; i I ' 
,I' answer sheet. Look r, ~ ~ 
,,, 
~is t~~ title of' the Ii ·1' il' 1 L 
Ir choic;~sgi ven is correct. Choice 
llVoCabklary, is the correct title; 
~ ~ " II ~~,: ilspacel~under 'c' has been filled in 
il: ~ , > 
k ~IIAre there any questions? 
r 1" 
)read ~~ach question only once. II 
\1' " ~ i; , , 
~r Ii-The above, directions were 
Just listen caref'ully." i: 
'f' .-
- l 
"Increasing' Your :lVoC~bulary, II 
'I' tt 
,t I! 
further 
Now turn over your 
" Ii 
at the sample. 'II The question is, 'What 
'I' !: 
Lecture?' Decide whi:!ch of the f'ive 
. i ,I 
j" • 
t' C ,; In:creasing Your 
"I • 
L -, II ' 
TherefOre, the answer 
1\ . :~ ", \j 
on J the'i answer sheet. 
" ~~ 
It. it List~n c~refully; I shall 
l~;'~ '~_ ~ .. ; 
to the test 
!i • h 
manual'! Form Am 
II " ' 
Comprehension 
~ 11 
Test ~Bro~m and Carlsen, 1953). 
II 'ii ':;1 
l~ ?~~ 
ti' I;, 
;\ 
1" ~ ,~, J~ ~r, 
';;1 
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APPENDIX F " 
i;. '} 
< I;, 
INSTRUCTIONS READ TO SUBJECTS BEFORE 
~:~. ~ 
LISTENING ATTITlJDE TEST 
~, 11, ,i, 
,II, f, 
'1 ~! ~ 
I!' This is a choice of opinion study ;relating to the 
/I. :' 'if ' 
11 Ii : ~ 
'I assessment of beliefs and attitudes in p'~ra-verbal com-t ~ 'I 
1: muni:6ation. 
It 
It coIDIIiFi,cation process in our socie1Y~ , 
};, 1" This questionnaire is in ,no way related to your class,; 
tl and \our identity will be anonymous. 1 ~ 
\; ,. 
The study is c'oncerned with': one aspect of the 
I 
t'l II ~ 
I,!', I.:' Please answer the question,s on 'the; basis of your 
fl t, ~ 
It general, experience and opinion of communication situations. 
!t ~ i; :: «. 
1\ Indi\?at~ by circling the item that ~o,st i!.ccurately repre-
I! Iii' , i; ~ sent~': your opinion. Indicate 'y~:lUr opinion by using the 
r ,,; 
'I!: lett~re~ responses, resorting to the que~tion (7) response ", 
, H" ,I " i 
II onlY:i~h7n you find it absolutely impoflsi~le to use the 
il' ~, I, Ii: other,: r~sponses. Read the questions and ~answer them 
II qUiC~~y :Without pondering. 'f ",! \ 
'it J.' A :more detailed description oi ihe '~urpose and results~: ti ,.j . " 
t' II' i' , II of tnis ,study will be given ·to· your rinst~ctor. 
'I! ,j: . ; IV Ii 
! ~ A = strongly prefer I, 
I' ,I 
I 
11, 
statement iUA" oyer statement 
r. ~ 
,"An " statement statement over :i' a'= somewhat, prefer 
Ii 
ii' 
I ~ I' ,~ '. 
'ir?= both statements are equally acceptable to me 
Ii I 
'\ h 
lb Ii 
=: 
, 
= 
somewhat 
strongly 
prefer statement 
prefer statement 
:'11 Bit over statement 
. 
F, 
'''B'' over statement I: , , 
; , 
I: 
"B" .' t 
"B" 
nAil ; 
nAn ~; 
't 
" 
:1. 
;1 ! 
j:, 
" 
, Ilr 
.. ~ 
•. j' 
'.I 
:l 
SEX 
lVlAJOR 
DATE CLASS 
YEARS Al'JD ~IONTHS IN COLLEGE 
" t~ 
Ii 
had any high school ~peech courses? 
do .' 
.' 
or Speech 1!11 
~! 
"\. 
':, 
colleg,e speech: 
.. 
. , 
'-1 ~~ 
~ 
r,i ~ 
" 
~ 
iJ. 
,~i' 
iit>- t~ 
, , 
!/ 
'1' 
,~k 
,:! '~ 
" 
'I.. 
:~, • .t' 
1 
J 
in il college? 
i: 
c0u,.rse(s)? 
• j; 
i!, 
, 
, 
,J 
,.~ 
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:' APPENDIX G: " 
,I 
,\ 
RAW DATA ON THE LAT AND THE ,BROv/N':"CARLSEN TEST 
, ' 
FORJYl Am PARTS A, E AND i: AND ~ COI>1BlNED 
Part A 
LAT Scores 
-"I p'art;E 
:P, Scores 
Parts A & E f 
Scores 
, ! 
:~ , II' 
4 15 
4 16 
4 13, 
2 7 
3 11 
1 10 , 8 " i;~ jl , , 11 
,,' ~ : i 
l\~ .' 7 
~J 10 
" 3 13 
.' 
" 9 :[, 
.~~ 'J 
--
'i 
3 13 
5 10 
r d I; 
,r 15 
'1 Ii 
, 
': 13, 
5 9 8 Ii 0 
5 8 114 
2 13 
" 
9 
3 9, 'j! 9 ~:, > 
3 6 ;i 10 
6 13 
4 ' 10 
.~~ 
.1 8 
'I 9 " 
4 13 ; 11 
5 14 , 15 
3 13 : 
4 1 1 
,.1" 
"17 
1'17 
3 15 6 
4 11 ' '14 II 
5 9' ';10 
v, 
,-,. 
84 252 !~ 2'40 ~ ,r , 
r 'f' It i!.' ~ .~ 1 
ii il*Stu9-ent handed in a blank test., 
!i' ~ ; :, , Ii iNote: Each student could achieve a'ipossible 
6 on the'LAT, 17 on Part A, 21 on Part E and 38 on A & E ~combined. 
f1 Ii I ' 
.1 fl'! l: ~ , 
If 11' \I 1~ 
25. 
24 
24 
14 
21 
22 
28 
23 
17 
22 
22 
18 
16 
21 
19 
24 
29 
30 
28 
21 
25 
19 
492 
score of 
Parts " d 
